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LABOR ASKS ONLY JUSTICE AT BOISE

hV
AGAIN Ik

ORCHARD WILL
HURT STATE'S

IN ONE DIG

RUEF PLEADS

CUSTODY

CASE

TRUST

GUILTY

H. CLAY

wr!!!

"bTcARRIED

TO HIGHER

RQSECUTION S STAR

$10.-00- 0

Will; Keep Defendant
From Running Away.

per-1ur-

ney.

When the court reconvened at
o'clock Attorney Priest gave notice
formally that two appeals would be
taken from the decision of Judge
Adams, one to the United States cir
cult court of appeals and one to the
United States supreme court.
The court theen admitted Pierce to
bond in th sum of J20.000 on each
appeal.

ARIZONA IS THE SCENE
OE A RANGE

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Phoenix, Ariz., May 15. The

old

time feud between the cattlemen and
the sheep herders threatens to be re

called to life In the Kirkland neigh
borhood. A. T. Meadows died sud
denly recently as a result of wounds
In the groin inllicted by a Mexican
lierder, whom he killed in a duel over
the Mexican allowing some of his
sheep to become mixed with the goa
herd of Meadows.
Hot words were exchanged between
the two and four eyewitnesses say the
Mexican nrert four shots with an au
tomatlc pistol before Meadows se
cured his rifle and his unerring aim
ended the life of his assailant.
The coroner's verdict was that both
met their death at the hands of the
other.
Meadows leaves a wife and
six children In poor circumstances.
The Incident has stirred up the
Walnut grove and Kirkland commun
ities and the cattlemen and farmers
nay that unless the sheep herders
cease their encroachments on their
tights that the old time war will be
renewed.

SOUTH SEA SAVAGES
GREASE

May
15. There
Francisco,
sailed from here the other day the
good ship Billester, loaded to the
decks with boxes of axle grease. It
is bound for a group of islands In
the South Pacific, where the owner
and captain, J. X. Hopkins, hopes
to ciean up a little fortune.
Speaking of his plans, Captain
tiopKins sum:
"on my last voyage to these Islands I noticed that they were simply
pestilent with cocoanuts millions of
cocoanuts there and every one of
mem going to rot.
"I tried to buy a shipload, but the
negroes didn't know what money was
and wouldn't take It. I traded some
lits of iron and brass for a couple
of tons of cocoanuts, but the thing
that tickled them most was a couple
of boxes of axle geitse. If I'd had
more of the stuff I could have filled
the boat with cocoanuts.
"Now I'm going back with the axle
grease ami Just watch me when I
come bark. What do they do w ith
it? Why. eat it, man!"
San

PAINTER

FAILS
TO

HIS

DEATH

iitHiUMIUHIl
Tuc.-v.iii-.

Ariz.. May 15.

bmmmzifS

MANY

WIT-

ANTI-TRU-

Chief

A. W.

Dickinson, a painter, fell 30 feet
through a skylight in the South- ei n Pacific machine shops short- ly after 3 o'clock Monday after- noon, ami was instantly killed.
He had been painting the ma- chine shop roof and In stepping
backward on a KcaffolJ, on which
ne nan oeen standing, missed tils
footing and fell crashing through
the ek light to the flour of the
fehnp.
He struck on the back of his
head and was Instantly killed.
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VIOLATIONS OF

ZIS

LAW REVEALED
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SAID

TOJAYE SQUEALED

Western Roads Are Using Profits Grafters ot San Francisco Are
to Buy Control of EastThrown Into Confusion by
ern Lines.
Abe's Confession.

Detective McPartland Is
Afraid For His

Boise, Idaho. May 15. With ten
men In the box who have been passed for cause by both the prosecution
and defense, the trial of Haywood
was resumed this morning.
It Is probable that not more than
two or three of the Jurors now In the
box will be allowed to remain after
examination, with the privilege of a
peremptory challenge. Is completed.
This means that it will yet be some
time before the trial Jury Is com
pleted.
The examination of talesmen In the
selection of a jury to try Haywood to
day developed the
of
existence
prejudice against
Harry Orchard.
Under the examination by the de
fense, Samuel Wingate, who was
passed by the state, frankly said he
was prejudiced against the unoffered
Win- testimony of Harry Orchard.
gate said he would absolutely refuse
to accept Orchard s story.
Judge wood sustained the state s
challenge. The defense took excep
tion.
Later another talesman said he,
too, would be unable to give the tes
timony of Orchard the same credence
that he would give the testimony of
other witnesses.
The indication of this feeling led
the state to cover the point In the
subsequent examination of all tales
men.

with
orchard charged
BEING A DETECTIVE,

New York. May 13. A portion of
the recommendation
of Attorneys
rTanK u. Kellogg and Charles Sever
ance, of the interstate commerce
commission, concerning the Harrl- man railroad Investigation has been
published here.
It reviews the testimony and holds
that railroad competition has been
suppressed In an area equal to one- third of the United States: that con
tracts between the Union Pacific and
Hock Island for the control of the Al
ton railway, as well, as contracts be
tween the Union Pacific and Southern
Pacific on the control of the Illinois
Central and San Pedro roads, are all
violations of the Sherman anti-truact.
It recommends that the attorney
general institute proceedings to annul
these agreements, and also recom
mends that there should be new and
effective laws to prevent Inflation of
securities, and declares that the
profits of the great railroads of the
far west are being used to buy stocks
and control systems In the east Instead of building more roads for the
development of the west, as they
should be.
SPECIAL GRAND JURY IIAKIUMAX ItOADS YKT
TO 1113 OOXFLIIMKI).
Washington, May 15. On recom
mendation of Messrs. Kellogg and
Severance, the Harrlman railroads
IS CALLED AT
are not yet accepted and confirmed
by the Interstate commerce commission, so that they stand at present
to the
merely as recommendations
commission and not on a report of
Itself.
Commissioners Harland and Knapp,
of the Interstate commerce commis
Colorado Land Deals Wll sion, say that tho commission has not
yet made. Us report.

San Francisco. May

15.

When th

trial opened today Attorney Ach

re-

newed his motion for a change of
venue.
Judge Dunne denied the motion,
but granted a recess until 2 o'clock
in order that the attorneys might
confer with Ruef "on a matter of
considerable Importance."
When the court reconvened Ruef
entered a plea of guilty.
Ruef's plea of guilty was to the
charge of extortion on which the
taking of testimony In his trial was
about to begin.
The specific charge In the Indictment concerned the payment to Ruef
of $1,175 by the proprietors of the
Delmonlco French restaurant to secure for the place permission to sell
liquor In private rooms.
This change on the part of the defense from denial to confession Is
said to be the result of an under
standing reached between the prosecution and Schmltz.
The report that Hchmlta had reach
ed an understanding with the prose
cution gained circulation yesterday
and caused great excitement tn graft
circles. Consternation reigned among
the heals of the various departments
of the city government, and there
was much speculation as to Impending changes among the officials who
appointees
of the
are personal
mayor. It Is expected that the fall of
the mayor will bring a host of other
seekers after immunity to the office
of the district, attorney .with offers
to confess and reform. But the supply of Immunity Is growing short
and there may be many who will be
bitterly disappointed.
The report of the confession of
Schmlts did not disturb the equanimity of Patrick Calhoun, president of
SEDALIA PEOPLE DON'T
thn TTnlted Railroads. - Ha hid heard
trls'.l ht t
it early In 'Ue day,
rhat tt wss
credit it. he
complete
THERE
of
a matter
WANT BURTON
him what Schmlti might tell the.
graft prosecution.
Calhoun Claims IinlifTcrencO. " '
,mn.v-c;e- k
sigv pf.titioy
"It is quite Immaterial to me what
ilayor ISchmita tells the graft proseof opkka house
t'AXCKIi I.HCTl'KF.
cutors, because hi 4nn'ot truii'yilj',
1.TK.
tell them anything which can support any of the charges made against
Sedalla, Mo., May 15. Just as soon the United Railroads."
as It was announced that
Further than this statement. CalBurton, of Kansas, was to deliver a houn said he did not care to discuss
was
petition
In
Sedalia,
a
lecture
the matter.
started today among ihe business
Mayor Schmltz was in the city yesmen requesting the manager of the terday and spent the afternoon in his
engageopera house to cancel the
automobile, visiting Oolden Gate par
ment. Over 100 people signed it In and the beach. He adhered to his
less than an hour. Senator Burton rule, refusing to discuss any matters
has never been very popular In Mis- bearing upon the graft situation.
souri, especially among the Bourbon There were a number of anxious calldemocrats.
ers at his residence during the afternoon, among whom were many officials prominent in the city government, who came to secure confirmation of the report that he had Joined
the ranks of the reformers. He did
not see any of these callers, and refused to answer any telephone Inquiries.
Abe Ruef was another who was
much Interested in the report of the
confession of the mayor, but. except
to say that he did not believe it. ha
refused to comment upon the matter.
His subsequent plea of guilty Is
evidence that Ruef did believe Ovi
confession story.
st

MABELLE

AND

COREY COTTON MILL EMPLOYES
GET THEIR WAGES

ARE OFF FOR

Boise. Idaho, May 15. Harry Or
chard, who, the miners charge, Is but
a hired detective of the operators,
was born In New York state in 1862.
Orphaned at an early age, he was
raised by Mrs. Annie Hogan, a friend
of the family, and took the name of The Marriage Is the Talk of
Hogan. He graduated In the Schoo
Newport-T- he
of Mines as a mineralogist and went
400
to work In the mines at Butte. He
was a gambler for several years and
Shocked,
used the aliases Williams and Demp
sey. Getting hard up, he staked his
last quarter on a roulette wheel, won
$400 and visited Couer d'Alene, Crip WHAT IF THEIR SHIP
ple Creek and Denver, finally return
SHOULD BE WRECKED
Ing to Couer d'Alene.
In 1899 he
owned a fourth Interest In the Her
$4,000,000
cules mine, now worth
and he would now .be one of our ilNew York. May 15. Mabel
lustrious millionaires had he not solu
in becoming Mrs. Wm. Ellis
Corey, has doubtless satisfied her
highest ambition.
At least for a
while. As the bride of the president
of the steel trust she has much that
money will buy. But has she everything? Only time will tell.
Up to the present time, in the taint,
ed romance of the former singer of
"The Mocking Bird" and the Pittsburg
money has
played a pretty heavy part. But can
It do everything?
Will it open tlu
doors of the socially exclusive? Will
the actress be admitted within the
sacred precincts of the limited 400?
Will money do this for her?
It has
failed for any of the other musical
comediennes who have married rich
men, and even the few who have
V
wedded men with high social posii
1:M.
tions have not been received by the
ultra-ultra- s
of New York and Xew- port.
Mabel Oilman, it is now clear, has
come to think Mint dollars, mnimtiifo
high, can accomplish much, but if
the second Mrs. Corey is socially ambitious she may at last discover that
other requisites than colossal wealth
IIARKY ORCHARD.
are necessary to gain admittance to
the exclusive set of this city. Goull
his Hercules Interest for $300 cash millions did not avail
Katherme
and $300 in stock. At Cripple Creek Clemmons.
nor did
the actress;
he married a widow,
Mrs.
Tony, wealth Minnie Ashley, who married
shortly before the Independence dy- Into the Astor family.
namiting. He deserted her. Further
It may be that the Coreys, despite
facts of his record are under lock
and key, guarded by those now prose- the fact that they have taken a magnificent residence In the midst tf
cuting the miners.
Attorney Miller, who will defend "Millionaires' Mile," will be satisfied
the Waldorf set.
Riches are
the miners at Boise, says: "It Is the with
same old story. The mine owners always an open sesame Into this gay
The beauty of the women,
are bending every energy and spend- circle.
ing unlimited money In their effort their toilettes and jewels are the
to convict the federation officials for standards by which they are measa murder for which an individual ured. Though the 400 may be ridi1y the rest of the world, refinealone Is responsible.
The same tac- culed
ment and cultivation are requisites as
tics have been used in every dynamitas
well
wealth.
ing trouble In the history of the bitter war of the mine owners on orThus far money has done much to
ganized labor. During the Colorado gratify the longings and ambitions of
trouble the state spent $850,000 try- Mabel Oilman. It easily secured a
ing to break up the federation.
At divorce for the man she wished to
Cripple Creek they caused Duo ar- marry.
The protesting
voices of
rests and secured no conviction. At Corey's scandalized
relatives
have
Couer d'Alene they threw 750 min- also been stilled.
Money has been powerful to shield
ers Into the bull pen and were able
Mabel Oilman
to convict only one."
at the exclusive
Detective McParland says: "I am Gotham hotel where she was staying
absolutely sure of conviction. I was previous to her marriage.
In the
suite, No. 605,, that she
not sure when we went into court luxurious
with the Molly Maguires, but we have occupied with her mother, Mrs. Jen-netOilman, the was protected in
corroboration of Orchard's chief confession, which leaves no loophole for every way from the vulgar curiosity
of the public. Detectives, pages, porescape."
ters and bell boys swarmed th halls
and corridors that no curious intruder
DETECTI VI : M . P A I tl .
I
could get a glimpse at the prospective
AFRAID OF
Boise, Idaho, May 14 violence.
James Mc- bride of Wm. E. Corey.
The telepehone girls, too, were unParland is the man who wrung the
alleged "confessions" from Harry Or- der strict orders to answer no ring
chard and Steve Adams to the effect unless the steel magnate was at the
Cards and
that the murder
uf ex-- i lovcrnor other end of the wire.
were closely
Steunenberg was the result of a con- notes to the actress
spiracy hatched by Moyer, Haywood scrutinized. When she Went for a
drive a cordon of hotel employes surand Pettibolie.
here.
McParlanad Is in Tiols,. to take his rounded
1 he
rooms at the Gotham where
part In the trial of Secretary
Miss
spent so much of hr
Oilman
He believes,
pretends to
believe, that be is In great danger of time with Corey were always tilled
They
his life, and he has one or two guards with fiesh and costly flowers.
with him ail the time. He carries a were the gifts of the prospective
heavy cane, and he and his guards groom. Each morning a huge box
make no bones of It that they are all of roses, lilies and carnations were
The presithe time armed to the teeth a. id ready sent to her apartments
dent of the steel company placed hU
for stern business.
two motors at the disposal of his beMunl.-re-of Sen. Brown on Trlul. trothed, and usually accompanied her
Washington, D. ., May 15. Mrs. upon her daily spin in the park. The
Ana M. Bradley, the flayer of for- evening- - Weie often spent
.1!
the
mer Senator Brown, of Salt Lake, at tile. Her.
the Baleigh hotel last December, will
now tln-are
otf to France
And
be put on trial on the indictment for for love in a cottage that co-- t a milmurder today. Her attorneys have lion.
What if the Kaiser Wilhelm
been urging an early trial on account should become shipwrecked In cross-luof the frail health of the prisoner.
the ocean?
Gil-m-

WAR

AKLE

Government Attorneys Rec Political Boss Says That He
ommend Action be Brought
Took Money From French
to Annul Contracts.
Restaurant.

Life.

St. Louis, Mo., May 15. H. Clay
Pierce, chairman of the board of diOil comrectors of the Waters-Pierc- e
pany, was today remanded to the custody of .sheriff Mathews, of Texas, to
which
answer to the indictment
charges him with perjury, by a deby
cision rendered this morning
Judge Adam. In the United States
circuit court here.
Judge Adams denied the applica
tion of Pierce for a writ of habeas
cornus.
Pierce Is wanted In Texas to
v
answer an Indictment charging
In an affidavit made by him In
Mav. 1900. to the effect that the
Waters-Pierc- e
Oil company was not
a party to a pool, trust, confederation or commission In restraint of
trade.
After Judge Adams read his decision, Priest, attorney for Pierce,
Immediately asked that in delay In
the execution of the court's order be
granted until 2 o'clock this afternoon
to enable him to decide whether to
make an appeal to the United States
court of appeals or directly to the
The judge
state supreme court.
granted the request.
Attorney Barclay, representing the
state of Texas, asked that the court
Increase the bond Of $10,000 under
Pierce was released from cus- , ."Thlch
tody, when he surrendered May 8,
Judge stated that the bond
' but the
would remain at that amount until 2
o'clock.
Pierce had nothing to say as he
left the court room with his attor

EAT

RAILROADS ARE FRISCO SHOCKED

III A

NESS UNDER THE BAN

COURT

Judge Adams Thinks That

klT ,ill TV

ylon

listen x,ySJ

For a Second Time Oil Mag- Talesman Said That He
Would Refuse to Accept
nate Will Have to Submit to
Informer's Testimony.
Texas Sheriff's Attentions.
CASE WILL

I

multi-millionair- e,

'

te

d.

(,-

g

RAISED

Increase Will Amount to 10

Be Probed for

Per Cent Over Old

.Frauds.
83.000 PERSONS WILL

ST. LOUIS PEOPLE
ASKED TO TESTIFY
RECEIVE BENEFIT
Denver, Colo., May 15. A special
federal grand jury, the first to be
called in Denver In many years, has
been summoned to probe Into the
coal and timber land frauds and mining swindles of this state, and convened here toduy.
A dozen witnesses
have arrived
from St. Louis.
The work will be in charge of
Ernest Knaebel, special assistant to
general, and Ralph
the attorney
llartzedd, acting United (States district attorney.

Boston, Mass., May 15. According
to advices received from the leading
cotton mill centers of southern New
England, fully H5,000 operatives will
have their wages advanced about 10
per cent, beginning Monday, May 27.
At this time it is unknown what
action, if any, will lie taken by the
men of northern New England.
The wage question has not been
considered in the Boston mill ollices,
which control this section.
Canadian cotton mills are also adn
corA
vancing wages.
porations in the Quebec province and
two mills in St. John, N. B., have advanced wages about 10 per cent during tills month.
half-doze-

THERE WILLBE NO

NF.W YORK I.EGISLATirRE

WILL Sift ADJOURN TODAY.
Albany, N. Y., May 16. The legislature had fixed today, May 15, as
the day on which It would adjourn,
but It cannot be done. Governor
Hughes seems to have the upper
hand, and won't let the body adjourn
until it has passed a public utility
bill acceptable to public opinion,
which has been sufficiently powerful
to halt the Iliggtns' kitchen cabinet
In Its work of opposing the governor
of the state.

STRIKE ON THE
i

8

D.

AT

CAR

STREET

CONDUC-

IN

ERISCO

R. G.

,i:

OPFAIVfJ OF THE OSWEGO
I'ANAb OKDFKEI TODAY.
Albany, N. Y.. May 15. There was
Operation,
In
Seven Lines
a question whether the Oswego canal
should be opened for navigation this
season,
as Mosler & Summers, conto
Company Threatens
large
work, have
-

Officials and

Omaha, May 15. The weather bureau reports killing frosts over central and western Nebraska last night,
and light frosts over the eastern
portion of the state.
Snow fell this morning at many
points along the Missouri river .
D., reports two feet
Deadwood,
of snow,
Heavy winds which have prevailed
for the last three days are reported to
have blown the green bugs practically all over the w heat growing section.
The invasion now includes large portion- not heretofore Infested.

to

114 STREET CARS
RUNNING

..

TWO FEET OF SNOW

akixt

Men

Get
Sides Made

Re-Ar-

Concessions.

Strike-Breaker-

m

s.

San Francisco, May 15. One hunDenver, Colo., May 15. There will
be no strike on the Denver & Rio dred and fourteen cars of the United
Grande railroad. Officials of the road Railroads are being operated on seven
and representatives of the men got lines In the city today, the routes be-

together last night and reached a
definite agreement to that effect.
While no conclusion was reached
as to the exact terms of a settlement,
It was agreed that the men should
not go out.
It was announced, howevere, that
within two days details of the settlement will be arranged. Both sides
made concessions, the exact nature of
w hich have not been made public.

ing the same as yesterday, except that
of the Halght street line, which has
been extended from Nineteenth uve-nu- e
to the Cliff House.
United Railroad officials make no
secret of their Intention to
their operatives if the lives of any of
them are sacrlticed.
'in Sutter street the cars were fairly well patronized. On the Turk and
Eddy system the patronage was very
meager, a great many of the cars not
carrying as many passengers as there
strike-breakewere
in attendance.
Some of these cars passed along without a single passenger. All the cars
were In the barns before 6 o'clock at
night, though tln-rwas seemingly no
reason w hy they should not have been
run until nightfall, at least.
No throwing of bricks or stones was
reported. At Pierce and Scott streets
some people threw eggs at some of
the cars and escaped arrest. There
was a good deal of Jeering and cries
as the
of "Scab!
passed along.
As a general tliintr the police kept
the people moving. There was nothing
In the nature of a mob una even Uov.
Ulllctt'g colonels had to admit that
the police preserved excellent order
m VIB1
in the city.
Oovernor Olllett is still of the opinion that Chief of Police IMnau is not
the man and seems bent upon having the chief removed from his job.
He rather holds over the mayor a
threat that if he does not remove
Dinan the militia will be brought in.
Today the gowrnor called into conOeneral I'. S.
sultation Attorney
Webb, Adjutant Oeneral I.auck. Colonel Edbeck. Colonel i.eorge Pippy
and other tried inlliua veterans were
consulted as to the legal steps and
proclamations necessary to call In the
militia. Colonel Fnnston was also
consulted. Oeneral W'ankawskl from
Southern California reported that his
men were ready on a moment s notice
to inarch on San Francisco.
re-ar-

canal
tractors for
protested that it could not be done
wihout seriously interfering with their
contract at Fulton. The superintendent held that under the law the department had no authority to keep
the canal closed to navigation between May 15 and November 15. Superintendent Stevens therefore notified the contractors to place the canal
In condition for navigation, and it
opens today.

STANDARD AFTER

ROS-VVE- LL

OIL

rs

HOLDS

TOR

UP

POLES LOOK

GOOD

TO

u ttiitttriTiid If KHtf
YorK, May 15. That a
conductor on the Grand street
cross town street car line, turnNew

ed out the lights in his car,
knocked him down and robbed
htm of I960 while he was a passenger upon the car, was the
complaint made to the police today by Antonio Kiesnic, a hospital nurse.
Kiesnli- sail that lie boarded
the car late last night believing
it would carry him towards Jersey City, but instead the car was
going east.
When it s;opped nt the East
Kiver terminal, he declared the
conductor In uniform
entered
the car, turned out the light and
blackjack.
attacked him with a
While he was dazed. Kiesnic
sari the conductor robbed him
of a golil watch, u diamond pin
.iiid all the money he had (tint
threw him from the car, which
'jutckly started on its return trip.-

The work of constructing a
spur irack along Second street,
-

between Railroad and Gold avenue, was not begun this morn- ing, as Manager Chart bourne, of
the Albuquerque Traction com- pany had planned. According to
the trainmen the work of lay- ing the new track will be started
tomorrow.
In the meantime the linemen
of the electric line are busy
placing poles along Kallroad ave- nue from First street to the
railroad trucks to hold the trol- ley wires of the new Highland
line. At noon four poles to each
side of the street
had been
Placed in position.
A large number of residents
stopped this morning and watch- ed the work of placing the poles
with growing Interest. The fact
that poles are being set on East
Kallroad avenue Is conclusive
evidence that a line to the High- lands is forthcoming and those
poles look mighty good to them.-

strike-breake-

4

f
4

f
4

4

LAND
l.oswell, X. M . May lV The Increased Interest and activity In old
development here is apparently caused
by the belief that a Pittsburg
man.
who left here u few weeks ugo, took
wih hitn options on a large number
of holdings at figures that touna like
the beginning of a Beaumont boom.
The impression that it is really the
Standard oil company getting hold ot
the held seems to be quite general.

GOES UP IN SMOKE

Milt ittilif Uti

e
l.os Angeles. May 1 '. A story
e has reached nere uf the uccl- e dental burning of a s'ag" in
e Ocaih Valley, near Ash Mead- e ows. Sunday, in which tls.uoo
e iii bank bills and llJ uo) reg- e istered mail were consumed.
e
The taKe is supposed to h ivj

e caiofht tire from a cUar.
The money was consigned
e the Greenwater bink.

;(

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
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'ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.
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Toilet Accessories
personal property loans
WANTKI.
WANTED A nice, gentle pony, with
some style to him. Bring to Putney's store.
VANTED Blacksmith for a coal
Fianos, Orgnnt
Furniture,
camp. Apply at Y. H. Hahn & Co.'s On
Horses, Wagons and other Chattel!
coal yard.
WANTED Position; stenogrn phir or! also on SALARIES AND WAR!
general office work. Experienced. HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as IH
and aa high as $200. Loans ar
Address "S ." fltlTpn otlirp,
private
stylish quickly made and strictly
'.WANTED
Ladies wanting
millinery and dressmaking, call on Time: One month to one year given
Miss Crane, 612 North Second Goods remain In your possession
Also apprenstreet. Prices low.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
944.
tice wanted.
Thne
see us before borrowing.
a
man-secondGentle
WANTED
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
hand clothing. No. SIB South First Steamship tickets to and from a
adSend
street, south of viaduct.
parts of the world.
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Blilg.
proprietor,
SIS West Railroad Ave.
v'osition as Joo composi
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Wanted
tor In good office. First class man.
Open Evenings.
give
of
best
can
Don't drink and
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract. PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
LAWYERS.
FOR It EXT.
brick house,
FOR RENT Four-rooIrs M. Bond.
close In, $15. Apply Rankin & Co.,
AT LAW, SI F.8t,
ATTORNEY
building.
Armijo
Room 10.
N. W., Washington. D. C.
Pensions
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, house- land patents.
copyright, caveats
keeping rooms and tent. 413 South letter patents, trade marks, claims
Broadway.
J I. W. I. Bryan.
e
FOR RENT Newly furnished
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerrooms, modern bath, half
olock from Railroad avenue. "The que, N. M. Office, First Nation
Second Bank building.
114'. a North
Cranada,"
street.
E. W. Dobson.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
Offles
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
rooms, near business center; rate.' Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. H
Sixth and
Corner
reasonable.
'.DEMISTS.
Railroad. Apply at rear.

MONEY to LOAN

i:i)MDV.

CITIZEN.

7---

;c

--

'

r"

'

'

""

X
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FOR SALB.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
FoRSALE Fine Chleketing Bros.'
Rooms 2 and S, Barnett bulldlna
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
over
Futrelle's furniture store over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phom
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
No. 744. Appointments made by mal,.
Twenty-tiv- e
head of
Full SALE
Edmund J. Alger, 1). D. 8.
stock hogs, one registered Berkshire
Office
No. 80S Railroad avenue.
boar. Oscar Liffrelng, Bernardo, hours,
i a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:11
N.M.
m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
FOR SALE Furniture complete for polntments
made by mall.
housekeeping, including J40 range;
only used four months. Will sell
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
very reasonable. Apply 307 North Homeopathic
Physician and SurgeoB
Sixth street.
Occidental Life Building. Tele
phone 888. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. It. L. IIUS1.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Greatest Crime Is in Frequency
Current
Electrical
and
Germicide. Treatments given eacb
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. ra. Trained
Being Found Out,"
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
DRS. BRONSON & RHONSON,
Says
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
Office
628.
residence,
and
Portland, Ore., May 15. A
DU. J. X. WARNER. V. 8.
has been caused here and much
When your animals are sick you
tuscussion started among the wom need a good veterinary
surgeon. Ca'..
en's clubs and from the pulpit by up the old reliable. Phone No. S42.
the unprecedented ruling of Judge
UNDERTAKER.
Albert F. Sears in a recent divorce
case. me suit was brought by a Auto,
Colo., Red lit
phone
S16.
Husband whose wife had refused to
"
A. BORDERS.
seek a divorce from him. She filed
Rises
a cross-bil- l,
charging her husband Commercial Club building.
wnn inndelity, as a result, much un
or White hearse, tS.
savory testimony came out.
ARCHITECTS
Judge Sears granted the decree,
vui severely scored the plaintiff, not
Spencer.
7
W.
F.
Rooms
Bar
ior navlng been unfaithful, but for nett
building, Albuquerque, N. M
allowing his iwife to find it out and
phoned.
naving to Suffer hllmllltv Ihorefnr Both
In his comments, the court practl- NOTARY PUBLIC.

"Unfaithful

Husband's

0-- 8,

Judge.

46-4-

Thos. K. D. Maddison.
Office with W. B. Childera,

West Gold avenue.

HAIR DRESSER A1TD
DIST.

Ill

cnmopo

Mrs. Bambini, at Iter parlors, No
209 West Railroad avenue. Is pr

,

JIIK.F.

-

J

pared to give thorough scalp treat
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and man)
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
tion of complexion cream builds ur
the skin and improves the complexion,, and Is guaranteed not to be In
Jurlous. She also prepares a hal
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restor
life to dead hair; removes mole
warts and superfluous hair. Also i
face powder, a freckle cure and plru
pie cure and pile cure. All of thes
preparations
are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a Vt
brator machine for treatment ol
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles, li
Is also used for rheumatism, palni
ana massage.

A. F. fcEARR.

cally says It is not a serious fault In
a husband to have little love episodes "on the outside." but that the
sin lies in "getting found out." An
indignant wave of resentment la rising in the various woman's organizations of the city.
In part, the
court's ruling is as follows:
"I do not feel disposed to be se
vere upon this plaintiff. His conduct
Is not atrocious or anything of that
kind; the offense
is
not heinous
The great emperor of France, Na
poleon, once said that every man
should be a good husband, and thut
that man was a good husband who
was discreet; in other words, if he
were guilty of Dome indiscretions he
would avoid a public scandal, which
put in other language means that he
ought not to be discovered In such
acts. Now that may not be good
ethics, may not be good law, but It
is what has made the trouble in
this case, so far as appears before
the court, the emperor himself, per
haps, fully followed that rule, but
no one, of course, except his wife.
would think of prying in upon the
affairs of a man of so exalted a sl.i
tion. Most men are not shielded by
the royal purple.
NOTICE TO COX Tit CTOHS.
The Board of County Commission
er of McKinley county, New Mexico
will receive sealed proposals for the
erection and completion of a court
house and jail building, to be erected
Bids to be
In Gallup, New Mexico.
submitted separately for court houte
and jail.
A certified check for five hundred
dollars will be required to accompany
the good
the proposals, to assure
faith of the bidders.
Proposals will be received up to 4
o'clock p. in.. Monday, June 3rd.
1907, at the office of the clerk of the
board. Plans and specifications can
be teen at the office of J, L. LaDrlerr,
Albuquerque, N. M., or at the clerk
office in Gallup.
The board reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
F. W. MEYERS.
Clerk of the Board of County Cim- m;tsi--ieiGallup, New Mexico,

National I,caguc.
litts.burg at Boston.
Cincinnati at New York.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
American
Boston at Cleveland.
New York at Detroit.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
Washington at Chicago.

o

Philadelphia
Boston
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brouklyn

The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY

American

Occidental Life Building, Cor.
Railroad Ave. ami Broadway.

Chicago
Detroit
Cleveland
New York

,

Rates

To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's Ticket
Ofllee, 113 West Railroad avenue.
Only member of American Ticket HrokeiV Association in AlbuCorrespondence
querque, N. M.
solicited.

rot

1

OR T

Boston
Washington
St. Louis
Western

m.

.

typical
in Sun 1'ranelxeo, where more than 211.000 persons are
on strike. The cur in the background was the lirst one oMrated after
the street ear strike Iind lnvn called. A mob of several thousand
followed It from the car barns. Itocks, stick- - and other missiles were
litirled at It, and Iron girders nnd other objects thrown from the roofs.
Several riots occurred, and liefore the ear returned to the burn one man
was killed ami several injured.
A

CATTLE

Omaha

9

9
8
5
3

13
14
19
18

.870
.826
.611
.571
.419
.364
.20s
.143

Lost.

Pet.

17
13
14
12
11

8
9

11
10
10
13
13
16

9
7
7

Lost.

Won.
15
13
10
11

Denver
Lincoln
Sioux City
Pueblo

8
7
9

11
14
15

8
7

YESTERDAY'S
National
At Boston

25 Cents.

Mutton Steady and Up
10 Cents.
Kansas City, May 15. Supply of
range cattle for the past week has
h
less than In
been moderate,
any recent week, at 32,000 head. The
general market advanced 10 to is
cents, fat steers from Colorado feed
lots selling at $5.00 to $5.60, showing
the full advance over the previous
week. .Stock and feeding grades made
advances of 10 to 15 cents, stockers
reaching $5i35, feeders $5.45, and
calves $5.25, bulk of the Btock cattles
from $4.00 to $5.00. The run today-i10,000 head, moderate when the
good market last week Is considered,
and those who are predicting small
runs for this month, find confirmation
In the run today. Prices are generally
steady today, and the market without
any special feature, except that there
is a latent feeling or excitement, in
sympathy with unusual advances In
wheat lately, which may come to the
surface In the shape of a Bharp turn
In the market any time, t'atue own
era are apparently resting in a safe
position.
Sheep and lamb receipts last week
footed up 30,000 head, run today 8,- 000. market steady today at a rango
from 10 or 15 cents above a week
ago. Three thousand Texas muttons
and as many Texas goats were included in the supply last week, the mut
tons of inferior quality, going to feed
er buyers at $5.30, and the goats sell
ing aroung $4.00 to 14.40. YYooled
stock is scarce, lambs late last week
at JS.20 to $8.55, some medium qual
ity lambs today at $8.40, Colorado
spring lambs last week at $9.00, clipped fed western wethers $6.25, yearlings $t.75, ewes $5.75 to $6.10, a few
wooled ewes at $b.i5. Three doubles
f Texas muttons sold at $5.85 today.
but stuff from thnt territory this season will be of medium quality on account of short pasture nnd total receipts from there will likely be of
mall volume.

V.,-

one-fift-

STOCK SALES.
Kansas City, May 10. Representa
tive sales of western cattle here this
week:
Col. Lockhart, Sugar City, Colo.
160 killers. 1356 lbs., $5.60; 115 kill
ers. 150 lbs.. J5.40.
E. J. Hazlett, Caddoa, Colo. 22
killers. 1088 lbs., $5.00.
Ashbrook Bros.. Mitchell. Nebr. ol
heifers, 870 lbs., $4.90.
Representative
sales or western
sheep and lambs at Kansas City this
week:
Monday. May B.
Pierce. Holly, Colo. 542 lambs, 73

My Rest Ertcnd.
Alexander Benton who lives
Rural Route 1, Fort Edward, N.
says: "Dr. King's New Discovery I
my best earthly friend. It cured sn
of asthma six years ago. It has aUi
performed a wonderful cure of incipient consumption for my son's
wife. The first bottle ended the ter
rlble cough, and this accomplished
the other symptoms left one by one
until .'lie was perfectly well. Dr
King's New Discovery power ovei
coughs and colds Is simply marvel
ous." No other remedy has eve
equalled it. Fully guaranteed by al
drurgists.
50c and $1.00. Trial bot
t: tree.
.J
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"s,ul" car to leave th" Turk street barns,
deslrojed before it returned.

The first

It was almost

Saturday

R. H. K.
6

7

0

3
8
3
Boston
Batteries Willis and Phelps; Pfelf-fe- r
and Needham.
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
0
5
5
St. Louis
Brooklyn
10 14
0
Batteries From me. Noon an and'
Marshall; Bell and Bitter.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
Chicago
9 15
0
1
0
3
Philadelphia
Kllng;
Batteries
Overall and
Lush. Moren and Dooin.
At New York
R. H. E.
6
2
4
Cincinnati
1
5
5
New York
TayKwing
Batteries
and Schlel;
lor and Bowerman.
American League
R. H. E.
At Detroit
2
4 10
Detroit
2
7
3
New York
Batteries Mullin
and Schmidt;
Brockett and Kleinow.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
1
9 14
Cleveland
4
4 10
Boston
Batteries Joss and Clarke; Tanne-hl- ll
and Crlger.
.i
At Chicago:
game postponed; wet grounds.
At .St. Louis: St.
game postponed; wet grounds.
Western League.
R. H. E.
At Pueblo
1
10 17
Omaha
3
7 12
Pueblo
Gonding;
Batteries Hall
and
Hatch and Smith.
Denver-De- s
Moinos
At Denver:
game postponed; cold weather.
Sioux
At Sioux City:
game postponed; snow.
American Association.
o
At Kansas City: Kansas
game postponed; wet grounds.
Columbus-Milwaukee
At Milwaukee:
game postponed; wet grounds.
Indianapolis-Minneapolis
Minneapolis:
At
game postponed; rain.
At St. Paul: St.
game postponed; rain.
City-Linco- ln

le
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BROWNS LEAVE FOR
ROSWELL

W

Z6

i

The trip wi.l
Santa Fe Central

and the automobile route. At Torrance the bunch will be joined bv
Dan Gallegos, who is playing at El
Paso this season and is putting up a
pretty fair sample of ball.
Dan is being taken along as a safeguard.
If Y'oung Lopez, who is
booked to pitch two of the thr?e
games scheduled at Roswell, should
uancgus win 1111 up me noie.
victni., iiu ims oeen kick ior in?
past month with an abscess of the
ear, is back in the game again. McHugh will be given an Infield position, and a new recruit from Gallup,
and Candy Kunz will give the Browns
a very formidable infield. McDonald
is going to make the trip, and take
his feather bed along.
This wi;i
serve to keep the bunch together.
Gallegos, Graham, Lassater and Hale
will Include the' players taken on the
trip.
SPORTING NOTES.
Willie Keeler has commenced to
e
bat in
form.
Paris Is catching the American
bowling fever.
old-tim-

"Kid" Elberfeld is touted as the
whole cheese at New- Y'ork.
-

Jim Jeffries has passed his word
that he will fight Squires If the Australian can whip Tommy Burns,
Four times in two weeks Tommy
Corcoran has won a game for the
York Giants by a timely

New
g'e"

sin-

-

The White Sox pulled off the first
triple play of the season In the big
league. The Detroit Tigers were the
victims.
May Sutton won the finals In the
New York indoor tennis tourney f 1

easily that her opponent looked like
a novice.

Cincinnati Beds led the National
double plays the first 16 gam-- s
played, having 15 to their credit, to
13 by the Cubs.
Alfred Shrubb, English long distance runner. Is coming to America
to compete with Longboat, the Canadian marvel.

In

Jay Gould is ihe world's champ ..t
K.
He defeated
H.
English title homer. 2 to S,
In hotly contested sets.
Here's one of the things that makes
In a recent
base ball fascinating:
game Cincinnati got 11 runs on 6
hits, while on the same day the sr.
lyouls Cardinals got tyvo runs on 10
hits.

SUNDAY court tennis.
Miles.

The first real base ball game an
Albuquerque team will take part In
this season will be a game at Roswell
next Monday. The locals, with all
the old material at hand and a few
Young
new recruits, consisting of

A

night.

be made over the

City-Toled-

11

GARLAND "JAKE'' STAHL.
"Jake" Stahl has succeeded In stirring up more of a muss in the ranks
of the American League than any
other one player for a long time. After his head was chopped off as man-

(JAMES.

ia

8

Hi

.680
.591
.560
.545
.524 ager of the Washlngtons, he refused
.419 to play there, even when offered $4.-0a year, the same salary he got as
.350
Washington owners claim
.301 manager.
Ban Johnson engineered a secret deal
whereby Stahl was to get $5,000 from
Pet. the Hoston team, and thev are threat.652 ening all Rons of dire things.
.650
.527
.500 Lopez, of Santa Fe, and McHugh,
who
.364 will arrive on the flyer tomorro.v
.318 from Denver, will leave here
Ros-well
for

Chicago-Washlngto-

5.

pear, I.as
Animas, Colo. 612
lambs. 79 lb.-- . $8.50.
J. D. Rhode". Las Animas, Colo.
965 lambs. 75 lls . $8.40.
Mcintosh Bros., Las Animas, Colo.
633 lambs. 75 lbs., $8.45.
Hatcher, Kmporla, Kiin. 214 clipped wethers. 110 lbs., $6.25.
and R., Las Anima?, Colo.
t'olt
1 494
lambs, (common), 6s lbs.. $8.10.
Baylor, t'vuldc, Texas, 1007 goats,
76 lbs., $4.00.
Hotchktsrt, Texas, 130 goats, 77 lbs.,

f

.

00

lcugnc.

Des Moines

vf

Pet.

7

Pittsburg

first-clas-

R. R.

TROUBLE

t

11
12

Won.

Philadelphia

lbs. $8.4

A

wo

HOW THEY STAND.
National licuuc.
Won.
Lost.
New York
3
JO
Chicago
4
l

Pittsburg

rices Advance

HE'S

WHERE THEY PLAY 1X)I)AY.

Wonderful Eczema Cure.
'Our little boy had eczema for five
years, writes N. A. Adams, Henri
etta. Pa. "Two of our home doctors
said the case was hopeless, his lungs
being affected.
We then employed
other doctors but no benefit resulted
By chance we read about electric bit
ters; bought a bottle and soon no
ticed Improvement . We continued $4.25.
Tuesday, May 7.
this medicine until several bottles
Colt nnd A., lja Animas, Colo.
were used, when our boy was com
pletely cured." Best of all blood med 531 lambs, (common). 57 lbs., $8.10.
Stephens, Ijirnar, Colo, 2955 clipiclnes and body building health tonics
ped lambs. 80 lbs., $7.40.
Guaranteed at all druggists. 50c
Isaac Hart, Texas, 269 goats, 87 lbs.,
$4.40.
THE COLORADO NATIONAL- CO.
and A., Las Animas, Colo.
LICE ASSUUNti; SOCIETY :t Colt
3 ewes, 80 lbs., $6.65.
Wednesday. May 8.
An old line'" Insurance comnanv
I.ethenian and L.. Lamar. Colo.
wun ample capital, solid, conserva
74 lbs.. $8.55.
34
lambs.
live, progressive. Writes liberal con1067
If. F. Dunton, Prowers, Colo.
tracts of insurance and Investment l.imbs.
lbs-. $8.20.
64
Prewitt & Prewitt. Managers, ComCol. Lockhart, Sucar City, Colo.
mercial Club building.
spring
110 ewes. 97 lbs.. $6.75; 137
o
lambs. 48 lbs., $9.00.
ewes,
19a
Ilenkins,
Colo.
Lamar,
Pay
Alimony,
Don't
to be divorced from your appendix, 76 lbs.. $6.10.
Kern, Windsor. Colo. 113S clipped
There will be no occasion for it If
you keep your bowels regular with wethers. 92 lbs., j.85.
Hotchklss, San Antonio, Tex.n
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their action is so gentle that the appendix 212 goats, 85 lbs.. $4.15.
Thursday, May 9.
has no cause to make the least complaint. Guaranteed ly all druggists. '.' o'Doniuil, San Angelo, Texas.
clipped feeding wethers
.'"4
Texas
25c Try them.
sj lbs., $5.30.
May 10.
Friday.
NOTICE TO HORSE OWNERS.
Windsor, Colo. 489
Kern, New
wethers, 91 lbs., $5.65.
The Albuquerque Carriage Coin clipped
I'tah L. S. Co., Grand Junction
pany, lli-s- t and Tijeras, Inn secured Col".
247
common clipped ewes, 88
s
Hie service of a
liorsesliocr, His., $1.HU; 24 clipped yearlings,
aiul guarantees all work, or no pay.
lbs.. $6.25.
iverstreet, Spofford, Texas. 1
goats. 82 lbs., $4.00.

Reduced

oP
BASE BALL

Let us Supply You

ON RANGE

the

-

Soups,
Xall
Bnth RruslicH,
Scissors,
finishes, Manicure
Corn Flics,
Corn Plasters,
Shampoo Creams, Hnlr Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.
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Pictures Show Rioting in San
Francisco's Street Car Strike

BATH

SUPPLIES

Classified Advertisements

EVENING

crowd of Sun Franciscan

yvaitlntr impatiently

the lirst "scab" car.

for (lie npMtiraiice of

HOBBY OF RACING INCREASES

Territory vs. L. E. Shale, viola- lion Sunday law; Territory vs. 1 E.
Shale, selling liquor to minors; Territory vs. L. K. Shale, permitting min- in saloon: Territory vs.
DISTRICT COURT
Ige and Frank Wilson, vio
law; Territory vs. J. II.
Klleilge and
Frank Wilson, selling
Ta..s Slav 15. The grand Jury liquor to minors: Territory vs. J. II.
made lis tin.il r. port on Mmid.iy and Klledge and Frank Wilson, permitting
1;

AOS

COUNTY

n'",

The indictments
are as
Territory vs. Nicolas Vigil, seduc
tion: Territory vs. Solomon Itael nnd
Kplmenlo U.ol, violation of Sunday
law; Territory vs. Solomon ltael ami
Kplmenlo Itael, violation gamming
law; Territory vs. ( lueslmo G. Martinez, violation of gambling law; Ter
ritory vs. (luesimo G. Martinez, vio
lation Sunday law; Territory vs. 1:1- cardo R. M.irtiuez, violation Sunday

was

-

minors to loiter In saloon; Territory
vs. Eugenlo Gonzales, violation Sunday law; Territory vs. Eugenlo Gonzales, violation gambling law: Territory vs. Jesus L. Caballero, practicing medicine without a license; Territory vs. Jesus L. Caballero, obtaining money by false pretences: Territory vs. Thomas Turner, selling llquor
Territory vs.
Indians;
to Pueblo
Thomas Turner, selling liquor to

COMFORT AND SATISFACTION
KEITH'S KONQUEROR SHOES FOR MEN
never mjuire " breaking in." They are made riht in the first place.
a patent colt, fancy shoe, box kid top,
Above is our
bhoe
Lew, but Jiot fudulah
military heel. A dressy,
Mild already a big seller. Price, $4.
warm-weath-

int-sto-

It. Keiili shoe Co., .Makers
Sold by WILLI Wl

CHAPLIN.

three years ago, which

yvas

national Sweepstakes,
event in the country.
BARGE.

I

X

f
TV

'

the

V- -

feature

X

i;

4

FRIENDLESS BOY

into the sprit of recreation while wearing an
H is imiHissiHe to
Crumped
toes and aching fecj arc not u tit romantic.
uncomfortable shoe.

llroiliton, Mas.

earned

that of the fastest dog In America.
Barge in that year won the grand

,

Sa:i Francisco, Ca.. May
15.
Ever since the adjournment of the
state legislature a few weeks ago the1
game around this city has
llouiished as it never did before and
all bec ause the bill proposed by the
state humane society to abolish the,
sport failed when put to the test.
For years the lawmakers have been
trying to put a quietus on coursing,
but every session of the legislature
a big light is waged and considerable
money spent to protect the dogs an I
the parks. For two years more the
any inter- ii uilliout
liduie will
terence.
Possibly the greatest money win- ever bred In California Is Bar3
from the kennel of Louts Lagarmi
sii:o and is upholding his reputation

Another great dog a:.! a ke.. mate of Barge is Friendless
winner of a great number of i:nj.r!-coursin- g
ant stakes. Friendless B.,v is by
imported greyhound Fetter Free.
of Dawn. The sire of Friendless li- y
was brought to this country fr m
England by Romeo McCarthy. :r,
great fancier, and yvas
1
one of the greatest greyhounds
the world. He participated in c e
stake event at Ingleside Cour':..g
park and broke his leg. After th s
he never ran again ami
:is iv..
to the slud.
.
Coursing is bouinii.g here ju.-- l
Crowds attend the races every Satur-ne- r
day and Sunday, and it is nothing to
see upwards of $40,000 wagered on
single course.
-.-

1

iiu-v-

WKINHIAY.

MAY 15.

ALBUQUERQUE

107,

EVENING

pnn THRin.

CITIZEN.

on the loth; the lowest, 35. on the
stand for apodal ndmlnl.it ration In- ment worked to secure the concession
new post of honor and from Dinelr to Ishrnta, a town situatvestigator,
7th and 9th.
dignity rrented for James Hronson ed on the upper waters of the Akson
Santa Fe, Santa Fn county; V. S.
Reynolds. The place fits Reynolds river, about thirty miles from Lake
Weather
Bureau. Excepting Saturconceswas
Kgirdlr.
fact,
Not
only
the
and Reynolds fits the place. In
day the week has been unusually
was
also
option
an
but
sion
secured,
looked
Lord
ago
when
the
centuries
cloudy, cold and windy for the sea
down the ages doubtless He saw Rey- obtained, on a prospective branch line
son. The dally temperature averaged
A
nolds and the office of special ad- to Adalia. on the Mediterranean.
8 degrees below the normal for th-Minor
Asia.
In
railways
network
of
Investigator.
ministration
week. The season as a whole, how
should be Is a necessity to the development of
explanation
Another
ever, from March 1 to date, is still
made right here. There are two men the cointry."
In excess of temperature,
owing to
connected with the administration
the very high temperature of March.
who rejoice in the name of Reynolds,
$100 Reward. 100.
more
snow
is
In the
There
much
is the real
James Hronson Reynolds Reynolds
renders of this pnper wtll be pleasmountains than Is usual at this time
Is edThe
thing.
James Hronson
Is at least one
to
there
that
of the year, and It melts slowly be
an ordinary mortal. He is assistant dreaded disease that science has been
cause of the continued cool weather
secretary nf the treasury.
able to cure tn nil Its stages, and that
highest temperature was 69 de
comThe
Is Catarrh. Hall s Catarrh Cure is ttis
James Hronson Reynolds Is a
grees on the 11th and 12th; the lowpositive cure now known to the
paratively young man. Shortly after only
conmedical fraternity. Catarrh being a
est, 32, on the morning of the 7th;
he came into the world he found that stitutional
disease, requires a constitu- Precipitation
Is Beneficial total precipitation. 0 64 Inch.
he had a mission in life. As he was
Is
Cure
treatment.
Teddy Took It to New York born
tional
Catarrh
Hall's
op
an
right
and
R. M. HARDINGF..
rich he had a
taken internally, acting directly upon the
Acting fectlon Director.
portunity to gratify his whim. James i.,00,
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Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
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Iron end Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care; Shaft
Ings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal;
Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
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The St. Elmo

1
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I
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Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

BARNETT, Prop'ri
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CLUB ROOMS

West Railroad Avenue
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Colorado

Mexico City anil

return $40.25, April
aoiu to iay ibui. lamlt duly 31.
Norfolk. Va., and return, 15 day limit,
$58.75: sixty day, 172.90; season
limit, Dec. 15th, $87.45.
Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. SO, 1907. Return
limit Oct. 31. 1907.
Columbus, Ohio, and return, $67.60.
Tickets on sale May 12 to 16, and
19th and 20th. Return limit June
Dth.

And Principal Eastern Points
On Sale Daily
June 1st to Sept. 30th

Tenn., and return, $62.75.
Tickets on sale May 12, 13 and 14.
Final limit, June 2d.
T. E. PURDV, Agent.

Dickson,
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Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

lios.-dale-

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

COAL

one-hal-

1

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains, fall at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. We
ate all going. Why not you?

Genuine American block, per
tou
$6.50
ferrlllos Lump
....$.&
Autluucite Nut
IS. 50
Anthracite uUxcd
lit. 00
Anthracite, stove .antl .furnace

;

PURELY VEGETABLE
J-

Having acquired an Interest in the
Plumbing
and Heating
Standard
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the Instal
lation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.

Waste Land
Wanted
Adsrcts, Bui

l:.

large tracts. Title
must be perfeot.
St. Zakloia, Vktts. V. S. A
In

sixes

Clean Gas Coke
Green

SI 111

WOOD.
Wood, per load. . .

$9.50
t 00

.3.S5

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Ptioaee.

FATR

2LLBUQUERQUB

POTTB

The ALBUQUERQUE I

$10.000. 000."

every time.

Place Prosperous. Money Is
Plentiful Mining Thriving
Says Percy Wilson.

Q

Otero county has a town named
and its correspondent for the
"With the shining example of ACloudoroft Silver Lining signs herself
Hlue Hell.
There Is a discrepancy lbuquerque before us, we of the south
are spurred to a spirit of emulation,"
omewhere.
said Percy Wilson, the reform,
mayor of Silver City, who Is
What show has a man left? The
Garden City Imprint (Kansas) gives at present in the city taking points
.m account of how a sheriff ran down on Albuquerque's
"With
man who had a whole carload of one expectlon Oh,greatness.
all right.
Then
horses, by using an automobile.
I won't say anything about your city
0
hall. I understand; every city has a
sore point a vulnerable gap In its
Clear the Way.
"Saw a messenger boy on the Jump armor.
"The latest activity in mining is
Just now."
centered around Hanover, in the On.
"No?"
Copper Flat,
"Fact. Had a message for an um tral mining district.
which has not been worked for eight
pire at the ball park.
years,
Is
now being developed along
a
new lines and results promise to be
A man residing In a little Kansas startling, perhaps as much so as the
town publicly boasts that he knows of recent developments in the Burro
dozen places where a thirsty one mountain district.
can get whisky. Evidently he Is try
"Operations are being pushed foring to get into the Harriman clasi ward on a gigantic scale.
The ore
of lawbreakers.
already taken out Is such that great
O
things are bound to happen.
We
In the Silver City country have the
oldler sleep, thy warfare o'er,
sanguine
most
hopes of the future.
Sleep the sleep that knows no
While our territory is making enormous
many lines of indusstrides
in
Dream of San Juau Hill no more,
try, the mining activities of the last
Ihe big stick has a whole crowd few months
indicate that this branch
quaking.
g
of
power Is to be
a
our main source of prosperity. When
you consider how vast and
h
III 2007.
have been the new developments
"Did vou hear what Miss Winsrer ing
mining
in
in the southwest, it almost
did the other day what a shocking staggers
belief what may transpire in
thing she did?"
the
future.
No."
"Eastern capital
Pennsylvania
She went for a soar In her brown
capital is what is back of the operIrship and wore a pink gown."
in
ations
the Central mining district.
No new companies have as yet been
A Eew Years Hence.
incorporated, but the work is going
on Just the same.
Mr. Smith!"
The work is being carried on sanely and conservaWell, gentleman?"
As a committee, we call to ask if tively there Is nothing of the wildou have any objection to our oDen- - cat scheming in these diggings. With
ing a church within 200 feet of vour the vast deposits of ore in the earth,
saloon ?"
the mines will be able to produce for
untold years to come.
"The quality of the ore being taken
Taking Awful Chances.
out near Hanover Is rich.
It is comThe editor leaves this week for his posed of iron, with a percentage of
county.
claim in Cimarron
Okla copper.
When greater depths have
homa, and leaves the print shap to been tapped, the mining engineers
the tender mercies of George Brlngle. claim the percentage of copper in the
it is up to Mr. Brlngle to get out ore will greatly Increase.
next week's paper, and It goes with
"There are two concentrate mills
out saying that he will appreciate any at Hanover, but at present both are
news item or any suggestions or ad- - shut clown. When the new diggings
ice given him by our readers. Don't begin shipping, however, it will take
expect too much of him. He has his more than these mills to handle til?
orders from the chief, on penalty of ore. .New machinery of the heaviest
losing his official head, not to get out and most modern design N being in
too good a paper, as the editor would stalled In the mines. Every pre par
nate to return In about two weeks lation is being made to handle the
and have his readers inform him that output on a big and economic scale.
it ne would stay away all the time
"The lumbering Industry is i:i a
we u nave a better paper. Nora Visa thriving condition, also, down our
ew .Mexican.
way. The Continental Lumber company is cutting 8,00(1,000 feet of timber on the Gila forest reserve, which
ROSCOE, THE ROOSTER.
Is about fifteen miles north of Silver
City. By economic timbering operations, under the supervision of the
forest service commission, the reI SUSPECT
sources of this district will be con
and yield a regular supply of
ESCAPES BY . served
Umber for an Indefinite period of
time.
'REAR
i
g
"There Is a boom in the
Six-- !
business, I might mention.
teen carloads of cattle of the '76' and
'H. W.' brands were shipped out last
Sunday. Thousands of head of cat- tie are being shipped to Colorado
from the southern end of the terri- tory. The '76' and 'H. W shipment
was consigned to Lyons & Campbel',
rVC 7 WJ
of Pueblo, on last .Saturday between
500 and 600 head of cattle were
shipped north by the '!. o s." pe

HEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IX THE SOUTHWEST.
LEADING REPUDMCAX TAPEIl IN NEW MEXICO.

high-licen-

IWOSTIXG ALIU QUEKQUE AXD THE SOUTHWEST.
ItEPUBLICAX ritlXCIPLES AXD THE "SQUAKE DE VI,.-- '
AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE

Range of YVftofesale Prices
showing
The United States bureau of labor has publih-- l a bulk-tithe rang of wholesale prices during the hint seventeen years. Iiurlng
that period the lowest avernge price of all commodities was in 1897 and
the highest in 1906. says the Chicago Tribune. Iurlng the whole of 1906
prices were soaring. The lowest price for manufactured articles was
reached in January, and the lowest price for raw material in March, while
the December prices for both were the highest in seventeen years. Dur2
a period of comparatively high
ing the years
and
prices, raw materials were relatively higher than manufactured articles.
raw materials were relatively
During the years of low prices,
lower than manufactured articles. The gteatest discrepancy between the
prices of the.se two classes of articles was found in January, 1903, when
raw commodities were 33 per cent above the average and manufactured
commodities 11.8 per cent above the average.
Taking the average of the prices by months for seventeen years aa
Flax100 the following articles averaged below the standard In 1906:
seed, hops, soda crackers, flour, prunes, coffee, tea, rice, soda, nutmegs,
sugar and onions among farm products and foods. All other articles of
these classes show an increase reaching as much as 102.5 per cent above
the average for eggs In December. 1906. All articles of clothing show
an Increase, except hoisery, which is quoted ns 81.6 for women's cotton
liose and 85.3 for men's cotton half hose, and calico prints, which are
quoted for 1906 at 99.5 per cent of the average price. On the other hand
heavy overcoatings were at 163.7 per cent of the average and women's
cashmere dress goods were from 34 to 41 per cent above the average
In 1906.
No article listed shows so great an Increase as resin, which rose to
278.8, but door knobs, locks, augers, chisels, pig tin. and Jute also showed an Increase of more than 100 per cent above the average price, and
hides, herring, curranta In barrels, mess pork, pepper, bituminous coal at
the mine, coke, crude petroleum, copper ingots, pig lead, common brick,
hemlock, white and yellow pine, tar, and turpentine show an Increase
of more than 50 per cent.
The more important articles showing a decrease of prices, besides
those already mentioned, are candles, parlor matches, common nails, qulck-ailve- r,
linseed oil, putty, glycerin, wood alcohol, common glass tumblers,
cheap table cutlery, and wrapping paper. Taking all listed articles together the lowest prices In the seventeen years were in 1897, 89.7 per cent
of the average, and the highest In 1906, 122.4 of the average. The prices
In December, 1906, were 4.1 per cent above the average for that year.
The value of these tables lies in the material they furnish, in connection with similar tables showing increase in rent, gas, and other living
expenses, for a readjustment of wages. In many cases the Increase In pay
already secured exceeds the Increase In the cost of living. In other cases
this it not true.
6,
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A Carload of the Finest FURNITURE
Ever Seen in Albuquerque '

TIDE

7,

se

wealth-producin-

far-reac-
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iffie Science of Saving
"There was never a man born, who, if he lived the life he should live,
CPUld hot ;" aside something from the fruits of each day's labors."
This Is the declaration made recently by a great New York financier,
i

'

;

'1

'

F. H. STRONG

Weed

UN ELY EQVIPPEI) JOB PEIWRTM EX T.

1898-190-

JUST ARRIVED

a

One result of the new pure food
law is the establishment of a molasses fartory in Kansas. You can
hank on old Kansas being in the va.i

MANAGING EDITOR

1890-189-

U GH

ROSCOE

the secrets of his success. The foundation of all that finally
made him a millionaire and a power In the financial world, was. according
He
to save something.
to his own words, an unalterable determination
ttarted to live as apprentice ' to a shoemaker In his home town. He saved
He
That was the beginning of his fortune.
money to go to the city.

In explaining

stock-rais-'in-

I

secured work and went on saving, bit by bit, until he was ready to launch
out for himself.
The trouble with too many of us Is that we consent to live "from
We complain that we are forced lo, when In reality we
hand to mouth."
ar too weak to forego some pleasure or habit that we may lay a small
portion of our earnings aside.
Those of us who grind our ways from one week's end to the other,
always waiting for "luck to change" and never forcing another turn of the
wheel, are slaves Just as truly and Just as surely as though an Iron ball
were chained to our ankles and the knout were wielded over our backs.
The masters of slaves appear in many forms ;the weights that prevent
Expensive habit
esea ne from slavery are cast from diverse materials.
(To be continued.)
false pride, foolish luxury, lack of Initiative, want of ambition, laziness of
mind and body and a hundred and one other qualities or absence of qualities
which we see in others every day of our lives all are potent in keeping in
bondage men who have the brains and ability to be free and powerful.
Are you one of those who is waiting sul
Are you one of these slaves?
lenly for some one to set you free from the irksome grind of your work?
Do away with
Free yourself.
If you are. don't wait for emancipation.
g
and smoking if
the good clothes, give up the whiskey, the
Earn a little
Throw a little more energy into your work.
nerestiarv.
more and spend a little less.
"The principal activity In the In- It may bring you diiHtrlal
The great financier's statement sounds reasunable.
line in the vicinity of Holls-- I
waiting
you
for.
have been
the change of luck that
nolo, said Lawyer Elf ego Baca, who
has just returned from that section,
Many newspaper men throughout Kansas have raised the price of their having been there as one of the pros- at the Madrid mur- weekly publications from $1 to $1.50 per year on account of the increase in ecutiug attorneys
-is in mining.
l ne MiHue
price of white paper, says the Beloit, Kansas. Gazette.
Many of the big aer trial,
ana ine isouanza mine are imum
dally papers have also raised the price, the last being W. R. Hearst's Sunday mine
Much
causing great excitement.
publications.
He has raised the price from five to seven cents per copy money Is to be spent for the latest,
As a rule the newspaper men are the biggest fools on earth, anyway. When improved mining machinery. The ore
groceries, dry goods, lumber, coal or any other article raises in price on the of this section is rich in gold and
The San Antone and Sofia
wholesale market the home dealer shoots up the price in accordance and no copper.
mines are also in a flourishing conone blames him.
For more than two years paper of all kinds has advanced dition.
The oro Is all free milling and
in price from ten to forty per cent and still we are charging the same price lots of ore Is being shipped.
The
Newspaper men die poor because Snake and Bonanza mines have their
for printing as we did two years ago.
own stamp mills.
they like to be good fellows.
"The cattle raisers are complaining
dry weather down that way. If
of
M.ibelle Oilman is now Mrs. Corey the second.
Another good actress the the
present kind of weather continues
spoiled and a good man ruined by the
wealth of the steel trust thousand of cattle will die within a
The first Mrs. Corey, who made her husband the man of wealth that he now month."
is, seems to be about the only one upon the felicitous occasion entitled
New arrivals for the week: Brusto congratulations.
The shame at least is not hers.
sels and velvet carpets. Thirty new
patterns
of rockers to select from at
According to the
Vegas Optic,
.
A. I.an a.olo. who ran for dele
Fvtrelle's Furniture Emporium.
gate to congress on the democratic ticket at the last general election,
!
sunenng irom rheumatism.
Evidently the democratic candidate became
d
In that strenuuos effort and then caught cold in the region i
his pedal extremities.
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emanating therefrom.
This, however, should not lead
""'""a
public to believe that it was the liist time
nt.i Ft
saw a kute.
I

1.

.

.

.
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Al.l.

1.....I ) I'O'I the
,,...1
hoi, ii 1,
rresln tei an I'.i ot h. i I0..-..to take a trip to Madrid. Spain, and repeat the Morv
King Alfonso is still trying to determine how It happened.

"""""" He ought
at Santiago.
there.

It in highly probable that William Jennings nrv..n will now lav
snow
storm in Nebraska, which killed the fruit crop, at the doors of tin- the
republican party or t lie evil machinations uf William Randolph Hearst.
-

Among other things our Peuos Valley
itempor.iry Is trying to straighten out. i its unjust attacks upon Governor Curry.
Somebody build
fence quirk.
The Russian May-da- y
much mure appropriate
or two,

It

IT'S

REFRIGERATORS
lI32Fff iPTlThe
I

3ra

1

''PfaS

Kansas City judge has fined the li e trust $JS.(i(h1,
From the weather
reports In that vicinity, Kansas City won't consume nun h ire this veur
anyhow.
A

Constructed on Scientific

Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque. New Mex.
educated in the enlightened Institutions of this modern day.
"And in a business way we are
prospering generally. Money is circulating freely; the deposits in the
banks are on the increase.
There U
much talk of a stage line running automobiles, being put in to replace the
old stage between Silver City and
Mngollon.
A bridge will be built
over the Gila river and the time
schedule of the route will be reduced
greatly."

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

Now

that I'nrle Tom's Cabin has come and

for the big circus and the red lemonade.

gone, the ritv
Poor old I'ncle To

get ready

The Roswell Record still clings gloomily to the hope that
George Curry will be a dyed in the wool democrat.
And now the paramount question In the homes of
to do with that boy when vacation begins.

Albtiiu-riii-

is. what

'Die meeting- of the Board of Dentistry tit Santa l"e Monday was prob-

ably a

pai-ile.-- s

affair.

HO Wtst Gold Avenue

Concerts at Home

Metropolitan

Alvarailo.
F. F. Downing. Amarillo, Texas;
Warner Miller. New York; H. S. Jluu-- 1
ger. New York; B. B. Cargo, Lorain,
Ohio: Percy Wilson, Silver City: L.
A. Mullarty, Chicago; I. Barrett, Los
Angeles; A. Judeil, Kansas City; J. L.
Hubbard, Los Angeles; L. H. Palmer,
Kansas City; Leo Foot; New York;
Sam Herten, New York; H. F. Curd,
Denver; D. P. Chase, Wichita, Kan.;
Louis yuirt. New Y'ork; P. T. Lang,
St. Louis; V. C. Hoggs, Chicago; J. H.
San
Grace, Chicago; T. Stelnbardt,
Francisco; L. A. Bland, Kansas City;
GerRhine,
on
Manliry,
Colon
Albert
many; A. II. Caro, New Y'ork; Ralph
Van Dewort, Boston; B. F. Nuss-bauChicago.

VICTOR

1.000 RECORDS

JUST
TT'T'lt
nnim

T"

TT"7T- -

V

CU

WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

If There

nyRin5 Dearer To

fe

c

t

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

li'i-tlv-

GOOD TlifflE

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
...$8.60
PER TON
BLOCK
BE8T AMERICAN
18.50
PER TON

WOOD

Of all uied and rented Pianos opens MONDAY
MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descriptive bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY
OPPORTUNITIES we place before you
STOCK

CONSISTS

OF

OVER

WBBaBaBBBHBB

FOR CASH ONLY

G

FORTY

AFTER MAY IS

John

PIANOS

Cash Buyers and all who may desire a Piano will
not overlook this sale. Just received a $1500
shipment of TALKING MACHINES and RECORDS. We will be Glad to show YOU our stock

& LINDEMANN.

206 West Gold Avenue

The Square
r

V

I

Music Dealers

established 1900
rsv cirr,,v

Phone 98

COAL

OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE

LEARNARD

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY

"As for Silver City. I can say wiihj
pleasure that the outlook is most favorable. We have a clean oily government; the population is increasing
rapidly and real estate Is booming.
Immigration lias set in our way.
largely by reason of the new mining
activities In the vicinity, and it looks
as though we will become a great
mining center.
"At the last meeting of the ci'.y
council we passed an ordinance instiSt urges.
tuting a cement sidewalk system.
W. W. V. Wheeler, Denver; Ben
This will vastly Improve the outward Weiller. Denver: H. Ballin, Kl Pasj;
appearance of our city, as the new J. T. Murray. Denver; M. U. Free
methods in municipal government man, Springer; It. Fleisher, Nogales,
have improved our civic morals. A: Ariz.: Henry Boswltz, Santa Fe; John
also,
a H. Vaughan. Winston-SaleN. C;
the last council meeting.
fi anchise was granted to a sewer S. L. Ward, Magdalena.
company, which will install an ade- 1Uate sewage system for the city.
Snvnv.
D.
Gradually we are getting all the rte
K. A.
Clemens. Magdalena:
slratile things a city needs, and just linijiiield. Atlanta. Ga.: George Hen Wllswe
J.
nessev. Hairernian: James
as gradually, or quicker, perhaps,
are ridding our community of the chge. Philadelphia; E. E. Saddle. Den
ver; l'.,ul M. Jenson, Kansas City.
undesirable tilings.
.on. .lf' to l,e n Vieuti- ful and advantageous place to live'
CralgP.
we
want it to be a creat horn.'1
i: H. Ilanna. Saut.i Fe; P. M. Pe
in:
town as well as a great business cen- - la di r. Syracuse, N. Y.; ' J. P. Derby,
ter.
When the ueonle who come Sa man. Mich.; It. W. Kessel, Kl
there to work bring their families, Paso.
that means growth. It means pergrowth.
NOTICE.
With
excellent
manent
school advantages and pure govern'
ol d after May 16th. our retail
ment; with proper environments for fuel business will be conducted on a
the children, a i lly may be a lit place cash basis. This means that payment
to raise a family. The great hope must accompany the order or be made
No iuci win oe
of the southwest Is the rising genera- at time of delivery.
unloaded until it has been paid for.
tion; the sons and daughters of
W. H. HAHN & CO.
and foreigners who are being

M

OUR

WILL PAY THE BOY.

I

HOTEIj AHH1VAI.S.

TO BUY M PiMfrtiO

TODAY

AUTOMATIC

Principles.

PIANO-BUYIN-

I

2nd anH Cnnnor

exxoooooooexx

a

was celebrated with a general stiike.
How
would have been to have assassinated a general

Houi

tl-x-e

STRONG BLOCK

over-neate-

an...r.ll.

15, 190J.
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CITY

RIDING ON

olor.

'Did she make a success of her
work on the stage?
'She certainly did. She married a
steel trust magnate worth at least

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

ASSOCIATED TRESS REPORT

1

It's a poor teacher th't can't learn
something frum th' pupils.

By The Citizen Publishing Co.
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A Hunch from Hill
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EVENING CITIZEN
W. S. STRICKLER

THE CUB'S
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S. VANN A SON.

HOMEMADE
FEE'S PEERLE8S
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG

tubTill;
of toow a he
nni.nnr
.MEX AXI WOMEX OK
TO.MOHHOW.

Do not Injure

ihelr physical and
mental well being with Indigestible
Remember, they grow ben
bread.
when fed best. Select a quality of
bread that you know la made right it.
every wuy.
Under sanitary conditions, of good Hour, properly mtxei.
and baked, ro as to be wholesome ani
nutritious, llaliln.cs' bread on trla.
will be found to fulfill every reu.ul.e- IUcUL

RIO NEE

BAKERY

KIM1AY.

ALBl'QUEKCJUE

MAY 15. 1007.

CONGREGATION ALISTS ALVARADO
GAGE IN

PASTOR ROYAL
RECEPTION

COOKS

EN-GI- VE

II SM

PAGOSA

TO

RUNAWAY

Make Your
Hot Porch

RAILROAD

ON

OF JjEATH

EIGHT

i

CITIZEN.

FROM ALBUQUERQU ElAN EXCITING

MURDER-

ESSES HAVE NO FEAR

DESPERATE

KVENiAo

AVENUE

Cool

Resolutions Adopted In Honor Use Dough and Dlshrag With Instead of Being Downcast. This Will be the Drive of Woman and Child In Speed
Office2.000 by R. P. Hott and
They Sing and Dance
ing Vehicle INarrowly
Telling Effect-Res- ist
of Rev. W. J. Marsh and
George West.
r-Chef
and Play.
Escape Injury.
Is King.
Rev. J. H. Heald.
Last nipht In the parlors of the
Congrcpntiniiiil church, the members
of the congregation tendered n recep- tton to Hev. Wilson J. Marsh, tne
former beloved pastor of the church,
who has now returned to resume the
duties of the pastorate, ana to itev.
Joslah H. Heald, general missionary
for New Mexico, of the Congregational Home Missionary society, who has
so ably filled the pulpit in the church
since the resignation of Rev. Barron.
The spirit of modern church brotherhood was lovingly manifest at this
reception and the two pastors, together with their wives, were made to
feel how closely they were bound to
the members of the church by the
bonds of Christian fellowship. The
following resolution was unanimously
adopted in honor of Rev. Marsh and
Kev. Heald:
Whereas, early In the month of
February, 1907, this church was left
without "a pastor and it was impossible to secure, before May 1st, the
services of the Reverend Wilson J.
Marsh, our beloved former pastor,
who, by unanimous vote of the people, was extended - call to return to
this field, and the church was in that
month confronted with the serious
problem of providing a suitable pastoral supply in the interim; and,
"Whereas. The Reverend Joslah H.
Heald, general missionary for New
Mexico of the Congregational Home
Missionary society, with headquax-tr- s
in this city, at that time graciously came to our assistance by consenting, as the representative of said society, to be our leader until such time
its our former pastor should find it
convenient to come to Albuquerque
and resume his labors here: and,
Whereas, our Brother Heald has
for the space uf nearly three months
ministered to our spiritual needs, and
has proved himself to be a valuable
and faithful friend of our church,
rendering to it services of a high order and such as were consistent with
his high profession of minister of the
church of Christ;
Be it resolved, That we, the members of this church, express to our
beloved brother and friend, the Reverend Joslah H. Heald. and to the
eociety which he so creditably represents, the sincere gratitude and
thankfulness we feel for his labors
In behalf of our church and the cause
of Christianity.
CONGREGATIONAL
THE FIRST
CHURCH OF ALUL'QUERQVK.
NEW MEXICO.
D. M. RICHARDS.
MRS. H. JAY STONE,
ADELA C. HOLMQVIST.
Committee.
8-
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Things are coming to a pretty
state if two cooks can't engage
In a friendly boxing- bout by way
of relaxation without being In- terferred with by officious med- dlers. The soup cook or was it
the meat cook and the noodle- maker, wearied from the strenu- ous duties of the day at the Al- varado last night, proposed to
limber up a bit take out the
kinks in their muscles and they
set to in a perfectly peaceful and
spirit, A circle
of the kitchen staff surrounded
the contestants to enjoy the
harmless diversion.
The t hief chef was referee. In
lieu of boxing gloves the contest- ants hail one a lump of dough,
that was the noodle cook; and
the other a wet dish rag. Before
the match was on, liettlng be- came lively. Neither man was the
favorite both were untried in
this particular Held of endeavor
hence the chances were about
even.
Most of the pretty wait- resses who had assembled to see
the tight, bet on the man with
the dish rag. for some unknown
reason or, It may be, the man
with the rag was a trifle more
handsome than the man with the
dough.
"Gentlemen, lake your cor- ners!" said the chef.
The dripping dish rag circled
around in the air swish! swap!
Noodles got it around his neck
like a boa constrictor, but not
before he had got busy with his
dough. With a mighty swing of
his powerful right he landed the
pale mass of pie material full in
the bewhiskered face of his op- ponent.
'Time." called the chef.
Just then the arm of the law
appeared upon the scene in the
material manifestation of Flor- ence Fifer, the night watchman
of the hotel.
"Stop this! Stop this racket!"
he commanded and forthwith
laid rude hands upon the glad- iators.
"I am 1he king here!" cried
the chef, "You must not Inter- fere!"
"I will stop the fight! Put
those men outside!" said the
watchman.
fhe order was unheeded and
the valiant Fifer proceeded to
execute the order himself.
Again the chef Interferred.
"Do you dare to oppose ME?
criea tne utacftman In astonish- tnent, at the same time reachinir
toward his hip pocket for his
gun.
An instant later me entire
force ofthe Alvarado kitchen
were dancing a war dance on the
prostrate body of the officious
watchman out on the veranda.
The latest report is that Flnr.
ence Fifer has handed In his res- ignation uy request of the man- agement.

Though under the sentence of
death, the two young women, Mrs.
Valentlna Madrid and Alma Lyons,
make merry in their prison cell at
Hlllsboro. Though convicted or the
murder of Mrs. Madrid's husband by
putting rat poison in his coffee, and
sentenced to be hanged on June 7,
e they profess extreme Indifference as
f to their fate.
"I have Just returned from Hllls
boro," said Elfego Baca, who, with
the district attorney, H. A. Wolford,
conducted the prosecution and se
cured the conviction of the two wo
men, "and I must say that I never
saw two such unfeeling wof before
men in my whole life. I visited the
women In their cell on Saturday aft- -
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4 Who (iavo MRS. MADRID,
Her Husband Hat Poison.
f
4

4 ernoon and expected to find them
4 weeping, or in low spirits, but instead
were
apparently rejoicing.
4 they
4 Alma Lyons, the negro girl, was playing the harp, and Mrs. Madrid was
4 singing.
They did not even stop the
4 music upon my appearance.
How
4 anyone can be so Indifferent at such a
4 time and under such a condition Is
4 amazing to me.
4
you dread to die?' I asked
4 of "'Don't
them.
4
" 'No,' they answered, 'we are glad
4 to die. We have got to die some
why not die now?' They said
4 time
this without a quaver In their voices
4 qr
a tear in their eyes.
4
" 'But, I continued, 'have you no
4
4 fear of death?'
"With a toss of the head the
4
replied:
'I don't fear noth4
4 ing.'
"Two tougher girls they are but
4 girls; AJmn is only 17 years old and
4 the widow of the murdered man Is
4 only IS years I never saw. In lan4 guage and actions they betrayed the
4 lowness of their characters.
Both
have had the reputation of being
4 moral degenerates and If they ever
4 had such a thing as conscience, they
ss

1, this year, the officials
Fe railroad will make 4
f
announcement
that passenger
trains Nov. 9 and 10. to and from El
I'asu, will be annulled for the summer months. In their place will be SOSPECIED MURDERER
inaugurated trains Nos. 2i and 27.
Train No. 117 will be made up here on
the arrival of train No. 7, at 10:55 p.
ji)., and leave for El Paso at midnight. Train No. 12,
northbound,
will connect with train No. 2 here ht
Al IHUKITIKS SAY THAT TIII:itK
7:55 a. m..
IS IJTTI.K IMU IIT lit T WIIVI
Trains Nos. 9 and 10 will still be
TIIK ItKill T M
in existence, but running
IS IMKI(
between
A ItltKST.
Chicago and Denver.
These trains
will then be kivnvn as the "Business
Men's" special.
The train leaving
All doubts as to the man arrested
Denver will lay over in Kansas City near Alamogordo Monday
morning
a
hours,
will
twelve
and it
make
by Mounted Policeman Dudley, being
Th'j cenonio
preater Fpeed than the tlyer.
ancnez.
the
of J
murderer
une from Chicago will also lay over
. AlcCornber.
the old rancher in the
in Kansas City twelve nours, then .Manzano mountains, near
Escobosa,
continuing to Denver.
in j:"J4, were eliminated this morn"The annullnient of the two El ing.
Sheriff
reArniijo
P.irecto
Paso trains does not mean that they ceived a letter from oillier Dudley,
will be kept off altogether," said C.eii-erstating the details of the capture anil
Agent Puidy
this morning. enclosing a photograph of Sanchez.
carThey are both money-makerArtr.tj said:
rying possibly more people than the Sheriff
"We have had a description of
other east and westbound trains, and sancnea lor nearly
two years, anil the
they will be iut back in service, as picture t.'ken at Alamogordo
talli'-ihiu, next winter."
with the 0:1,. ue have. There is no
;
ul)t but whit we have the inur
(!erer.
He v ill be brought here till?
week,
true, and routined in the
eo'imy iuil."
1 lie details of how Captain Fornoff
The remains of Charles Rohlander. an Oltirer Dutlley, of the mounted
who died in this city last Monday, police, were informed as to Sanchez's
will be taken to his former home in whereabouts were told in yesterday's
Wn.li. the mounted police
l ilixeii.
Peoria, 111., for Interment.
deserve the praise of the capture,
Mrs. America Susan Collen, aged still the deputies In the sheriff's otllce
4 3 years,
died yesterday evening at are deserving of praise, for tracing
St. Joseph's hospital, after a long
the murderer.
Mrs. Collen came here a year
MeComber. the murderer rancher,
and five months ago from Indiana, hi,s a son living somewhere near El
for her health. She is survived by I'a.o. and it is llkilj; that he will aid
one daughter, Mrs. A. L. Montgom- tlu Bernalillo authorities In proseery, of this city.
The funeral ar- cuting Sanchez.
rangements have not yet been made,
Sanchez will h; brought here for
except to bury the body In Santa Bar- saf keeping and will undoubtedly be
given a trial next September.
bara cemetery.
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UGHS YOU HATCHING.
DANCE! DANCE!! DANCE!!!
At Colombo Hull Danclmr School
Eggs $1.50 ped setting. Rose comb,
tomorrow
night.
Leghorns
Brown
and Barred Rocks.
Ilaudsouie
1'ure Moods. 24 laying hens. Address git-i- i w Miy uoiuing lucky number
givt.ii at mo noor. t.cntleiiieii, sue;
J. E. Pauley, Estancla, N. M.
lulii-free.
DANCE! 1HXCE!! DANCE!!!
NOTICE.
At 'oIiiiiIh Hall ItaiM-iiitSchool
tomorrow night.
Handsome prize
On and after May 16th. our retail
given to luily holding; lucky number fuel busines will be conducted on a
giien- at tlu- - iltMir.
50c; cash basis. This means that payment
ljulnfrt'".
must accompany tne order or be made
at time of delivery. No fuel will be
Sprains Quickly eur.'.l.
unloaded until it has been paid for.
Bathe the parts freely with Cham
W. H. HA UN & Co.
giv-fcerlain's Pain Balm and
hem
rest,
We
right.
a
do
It
quirk
cer
and
ure is
absolute
Itort;n DRY. Imby ali druggists.
perial Laundry Co.
tain. For
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Two remarkable runaways occur
red on Hallroad avenue this morning,
which came near Injuring three or
more persons.
I he nrst
runaway was a saddle
horse, on which a young woman was
riding toward the University. As she
passed a funeral cortege, which wjs
driving east on Railroad avenue, towards Santa Barbara cemetery, her
norse became frightened and threw
Its rider to the ground. As soon as
the young woman fell from the sad
dle, the animals turned and dashed
west on Hailroad avenue at break
neck speed.
The saddle came loose and turned
with the seat toward the ground.
When the frightened animal reached
Third street it turned south, passing
close between two buggies standing In
tne street near the rront of T. Y.
Walton's drug store. The gap was so
narrow that Its sides scraped on the
vehicle. In one buggy was a woman
holding a child on her lap. The woman screamed and dung to her child
letting the reins of her horse drop
over the dash board.
Her horse
started west on Hailroad avenue. The
street was crowded with pedestrians.
Women screamed and fainted. One
daring woman, whose name could not
be learned ran out and caught at the
lines of the runaway horse, but missed them. Still the woman In the buggy clung to her child and screamed
for help. She made no attempt to
stop the animal herself. The horse ran
west on Kallroad avenue until It was
llnally stopped. The vehicle and the
woman were unhurt.

The boys' band held a meeting last
night at the band hall on west Gold
avenue, and elected officers for the
coming year. Mr. Ellis, leader of
the American Lumber company band,
was made director; president, William
Pomerenk; first vice president, Roy
Yott; second vice president, Charles
Hoatrigbt; secretary. Willis McQuade;
treasurer. Will Myer; business manager, Henry Clark.
Our HOUGH DHT work don's have
Imperial Laun-

to be washed over.
dry Co.

ALMA LYOXS,
Tli

Wfciv, Who Will llanir June

7.

must have lost it long ago.
Both
are uneducated and without mature
Judgment, but undoubtedly the
was the one who suggested the
Idea of poison to Mrs. Madrid. She
was familiar with the action of thai
poison, as the testimony at the trlul
brought out.
"I called again on Sunday at the
cell. The women were still in a slate
of unfeeling Indifference. They wei o
playing uitb dolls at that time, like
children, instead of acting like felons
convicted of a foul murder.
One of
the dolls they called "Nigger Girl,'
and they carressed this object in a
burlesque manner.
Whether they
entertained any hidden feeling of remorse and thus sought to
ttie emotion.
Surely
cannot say.
they acted their parts so as to conceal any finer feelings they had, if
they had them, which 1 gravely
doubt. Again 1 put some fiuestiona
regarding their fate. They still maintained their former careless demeanor
and denied that they dreaded hanging. In fact, they seemed happy and
laughed and joked in the lightest
manner possible.
"The father of the iicgress lives at
Silver City, but he has not even taken
the trouble to visit his daughter, who
I
is under the shadow of death.
asked the girl why her father was so
unkind, and she said:
" 'He ain't got no use foh me. 1'se
got er stepmother, an' one day 1 lambasted the ole woman inos' die'ful.
I certainly did pound dat ole woman.
Since den my ole man ain't got no
use fob me, nohow.'
"Tlie mother of Mrs. Madrid Is circulating a petition to endeavor to induce the governor to commute th
sentence of her daughter, claiming
that the girl was unduly influenced
tiy Alma Lyons, but none of the better class of people of llillsboro are
signing the paper.
"Francisco Baca, who was charged
with being an accomplice
to the
crime, and with whom it is said Mrs.
Madrid was In love and wished to
marry, was taken to the penitentiary
at Santa Fe by Sheriff Kd Tafoya, of
Sierra county, for safe keeping. Ho
will receive a trial later.
"All during the trial of the girl
murderers the sentiment of the spectators and the general public
ai
strong against them, and this feeling
was aggravated by tho elolcal attitude of the defendants.
When the
Jury returned the verdict of guilty,
was
not in the least
this stoicism
relaxed.
"The family of the widow is not
uprightnoted fur its
ness. At the present time the father
of Mrs. Madrid is wanted for having poisoned a dog. He is missing
and cannot be found. The widow of
the husband she helped to kill has
no children."
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restful
retreat tn the hottest days,
practically adding another
room to your home and
that room the most comfor-

" The

Most Comfortable PUce

in the Hons.'
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room of
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Call and
serviceable
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PORCH SHADES

ALBERT FA BUR'S
.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0
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A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

WHEN
book.

you pay all bills by check, your business n recorded
Each Hem shows for Itself. There is a
record of all receipts and expenditure In your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt You have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and email
account.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

00000XX3K)t000
A. C. HILICKE and JOHN S. MITCHELL Invite their friend
New Mexico headquarters at

to make

The Hollenbeck Hotel

Ss. ?14

Los Angeles, California

Tour friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

t

C. F. Allen

Whereto Dtne Well

Gnlvanizod Iron Cornice, Tin Roof
Sheep-di- p
lug,
Tanks, Galvanized
Water Tanks, Pipe and Repair Work.

Santa Fe Restaurant

208 UZ West Gold

It snowed for an hour at Santa Fe
yesterday.
At the regular meeting of the
guard last night there was i
good attendance.
The Ueronimo base ball team will
play the Barelas team Sunday afternoon on the hitter s diamond.
The Klks will meet in adovirned
regular session at their lodge rooms
al h o'clock tonight. Initiation and
lunch.
Annua Council. No. 1, order of
will hold a meeting tomorrow night in Bed Men's hall, after
which a banquet will he served the
visitors and meniliers.
Last night at the meeting of the
Presbyterian
Brotherhood,
nt the
Presbyterian church. Alderman
P.
Hanley gave a graphic account of his
naval experience in the Spanish-America- n
war.
The regular meeting of the Ladles'
Missionary society of the Congregational church will be held tomorrow
afternoon at 3 o'clock, at the home
of Mrs. llolmiiuist. corner of Coal
avenue and Fifth street.
A social and entertainment
was
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Cowherd, on South Arno street, last
night. Thirty friends of the host and
Cards
hostess were In attendance.
were played, after which refreshments
were served. Miss Klla Dragoie rendered several beautiful selections on
the piano.
Juan Martinez, the machinist, who.
while intoxicated Monday morning,
shot at his wife, was still at large at
a late hour this afternoon.
Deputy
Constable Frankolina de Lopez, who
concealed himself in the Martinez
home Monday night and surprised
Martinez when he came sneaking In
with his shoes off, and who, after disarming the would-bmurderer,
him to go into the next room
on the pretext of putting on his shoes,
from which room the prisoner lost
no time in making his escape through
a window, is stll! searching for the
missing man.
al
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H. P.. Hott, a well k mwii stockman
of Utah and Colorado. Is in Albuquerque, preparing to drive over 2,000
head of steers from Albuquerque to
Pogosa Springs, Colo. Said Mr. Hott:
"I have been down Demlng way
and there got the herd together, buying the animals in varying lots from
many different rancher-- .
We will
ship the stock by rail to Albuquerque
and from here drive them over the
trail to Colorado. On account of tho
congested condition of freight traffic
In the southwest we will not be able
to get cars for shipment till June 10.
"our hrm is West & Hott. and we
go under the "Three
Bar" brand.
The herd we are to ship Is composed
entirely or Hereford and Shorthorn
steers.
All are yearlings and
We will put them on the
range In Colorado to fatten, and in
eighteen months they will be ready
for shipment to the eastern markets.
"Our outfit of about eighteen
a horse wrangler, cook,
mess wagon and seventy horses will
meet the herd at the train here.
Then the stock will be divided IntJ
two herds and driven by trail to our
destination. It will be something like
old times to make a drive like this.
I have trailed cattle in the west for
many years and it doesn't seem natural to me yet to ship cattle by rail.
I will go with the herd myself to superintend the moving.
"We don't expect to have tyiy serious difficulty on the road, but the unexpected Is bound to happen sometimes, so I won't crow in advance.
The longest drive for a day that we
will need to make, as far as I know
now, will be from this city to Hlo
Puerco, a distance
of twenty-tiv- e
miles. At this season of the year I
don't think we will have much trou
f
ble on account of the scarcity
grazing and water.
We expect to
average at least fifteen miles a day
on the trail, and on this basis It will
take us about eighteen days to reach
Pogosa Springs.
"Barring stampedes, unusually bad
weather or unforseen sickness of
stock, we will make good with the
animals and assure a handsome profit
on the deal. When time is not of importance,
we
can trail animals
cheaper than shipping them by rail.
"While the cattle business has not
been any too good the last few years,
it is now in a prosperous condition.
Of course we can't expect to make
the profits we used to make in the
old days, when the cattle Industry
was in the ascendancy, still there is
plenty of money in the business yet
If one conforms
to modern conditions. The romance has largely disappeared from punching cattle, hut
wages for cowboys are good and many
bright young men are enegaged In
that calling. It takes just as good a
horseman as ever to be a first-clapuncher, and the chances for his advancement Is better than ever before, 1 think."

Vudor

you a cotil, secluded

e

10 per cent.
Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.
small cash payment and

A

$20.00 a month will buy

a

house, with bath.
CO.,
J. E. ELDER, Armijo Building.
REALTY

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

Under Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Ptoprieto
0X00X0000000
Convenience - Comfort - Security
. The telephone make the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

preserves
telephone
The
your health, prolongs your Ufa

and protects your

YOU NEJUD A TELEPHONE

The Albuquerque

Hatters
Hals Cleaned and Illocked In
any St) le Panamas m Specialty
Clothing
steam
ExCleaned and Pressed.
press Orders Attended
to
Promptly.

Corner

Ave.
3rd St.& Gold
580.
Phone

IV

borne.

OVH HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
fK)90X300K)0090090Of0
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FLF SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors in both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad- e

PIVjIjG MILL
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW IJKICK UUILDINO
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BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
ELECTRIC

CALLUP

LIGHT

jlPAN
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AND- -

WINS

COMPANY

kxjoii:ii

Meat
I
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CITY.

The principal features of the decree of Judge Abiiott of the district
court, in the case .f the (iallup F.lec-tri- c
Light 4i Heat company, against
the Pacific Improvement company, et
al. which was sn;:ied this morning,
are as follows:
A perpetual Injunction against the
defendants, enjoining them from engaging In the electric light business
In ijallup and immediate vicinity.
Sustaining the complain of the
plaintiff that Page sold his Interests
in the plaintiff company in 1S)06 and
stated that he would not engage in
or organize a similar company doing
business in (iallup, which he afterwards violated, in organizing the Pacific Improvement company.
That the Pacific Improvement Company was organized to compete with
the Oallup Klectric Light & Heat
company, which was a. violation of
the contract made by Page and K. '
Allen, (he plaintiff.
Kiijolnlng the defendants from disposing of the Pacific Improvement
property to other persons engaged In
the same business or to any future
firm which Page might organize.
Aiid awarding to the plaintiff damages for $:i.ai.H.
The decree was signed at noon and
was recorded at i o clock this after- -

Market

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

Covers more, looks

PAINT

best, wears

the longest, most economical; full measure.
Daster, Lime, Cement.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALUCQXERQCE, NEW BfEX.

SOI South Edith

HOINti IH SINKSS

I'lltlillV

GROCERY

X L

Phone

40
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Kitchen

Do You Need

Supplies

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

Should always be kept
in
stock. Lon't run short of necessities.
Some groceries will
keep as well in your larder or
cupboard as In our store. Lay
In a good supply of the staple
line things that are always
We carry a line of
needed.
ever-fresgoods that reach us
daily.
The highest quality
the lowest market price consistent with same.

TRY US;
BEST OF QUALITIES

Our Line of Meats
Fresh and Salt is
Unsurpassed by any

it

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.

h

Buy to prove

r

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
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NORTH SECOND ST.

Highland Livery

and reiuJr-er- .
flats
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
Just retfived eJtlpnient of new drivtrs
in the city.
Proprietors of
felloes.
".cadi," the picnic wagon.
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Lottery Kisbaimds
in

By Melon Rowland, In Kansas City

w

How Would
You? dt

sheets."

"They don't even stop to think."
went on Kitty, "what a serious thing
In bluntly,
"If they did." I broke
at all."
"thev wouldn't marrybetter,"
declared
"That would be
Kitty, patting the butter remorselesssame
time
the
at
and
ly with a knife
of her
trying to blow the curls out partner
"than nccentiniT a life
mnth
o
a nartner for a waltz
or a cotillon or a game of golf on
"Think of the surprise in store for
them
"When they wake up to find thenr
selves married to a perfect stranger.
Interpolated Kitty, scornfully.
rh Viev'd . do that anyhow.
avered', helping myself generously to
cold chicken.
"Anyhow!" Kitty looked at me in
alarm, with her fork ina midair.
husband and
"Did you ever see
wife who really knew each other?"
I demanded.
Choosing a wife or a husband is
on a
tike picking out the combination
number
lottery ticket or guessing the
got to take
of beans in a bag. You'veguess
is Just
your first
a chance, toand
your
last one.
as
be right
as likely
system
a
out
works
who
woman
The
game
for staying the matrimonial
to win than the
Isn't any more liableeyes
puts
her
and
one who shuts her
finder down on the table haphazard
and then risks her fortune on the
guests."
Kitty laid down her fork and gazed
surprise.
at me' In shocked
"But," she protested, "if you know
a man well before you marry him

I Interrupted
mother,"
"Your
"
sharply, "knows too m
pardon, Mr. Curtis.
"I beg your great
deal." I corrected
"Knows a
she poison
wisely.
"But why should
"
mind
youthful
the
"She onlv wants to prepare me,
explained Kitty, helping herself to a
slice of angel food. scornfully,
"As if," I retorted you
for playing
could prepare
lottery by showing you the answer on
'heJiTteiL,
mnrWed Klttv scorn
have a girl pickfully, "thai you'd counting
the butby
out a husband
v.1. mt
'I svi fashion

;:rth?s

For Just one season's space?
And hear 'em yell,
As it got light,
And ring the bell
With all their might.
To Call you down to work?

Oh. what a snap 'twould be
To curry horses off,
And ride 'em out, you see,
Down to the water trough!

s-

time
You'd have from sun to sun!
With life one perfect rhyme,
And toiling never done!
Oh. you might try
It Just one spring,
For some folks, why
It's Just the thing
But 'scuse me, if you please!
E. A. Brlnlnstool.
OOOCXXXDOOOOOOOOO

TOWNS WITH

TROUBLES

INTEREST

(By Or. rilu K. DcnrlMira.)
Xo woman wants a man to fall on
his knees to propose to her!
She wants to hide her face In the
vicinity of his coat collar, and how
can she do It if he is on his knees?
It may be that she wants to hide

her blushes, or the love-ligthat
floods her face with happiness, or,
possibly, to conceal a gleam of triumph perchance she wants to brush
away a tear or hide a smile; and then,
too, she wants his arms about her.
they Impress her (figuratively and
literally) with his strength, and seem
to promise ample protection for the
future, and his shoulder a "place of
refuge In a time of trouble."
A formal proposal suggests some
other motive than love, but if he
gathers her In his arms, and punctuates his words with kisses, she never
dreams of doubting him, and manages to give an affirmative answer
without saying yes.
A man should never torture a wo- -
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(From the New York Press.)
Consul r.eneral William H ifieh- ael of Calcutta, In his monthly report
to the department of commerce and
labor, says that trade conditions In
fay away Tibet are of such a nature
that In all probability a "department
at
store" will soon be a feature
Lhasa. His report says In part:
"There Is no opposition manifested
by Tibetans to traders, who are now
passing freely between Calcutta and
Lhasa. The bulk of the trade thus
far is not much, but Is on the increase.
In a conversation with a
Tibetan civil officer, who talks ve.-good English and whose business is
to suppress Illicit distilling, w hich is
on In the Himalayan mouu- tains much after the fashion of
I learned
American 'moonshiners,'
that there Is really an eagerness on
part of the masses in Tibet to
know more of the outside w orld and

'

trade with 'the white people." Tha
little light they have makes them
hungry for more, and it is quite reasonable to conclude that they will 02
gratified. The Mohometan traders of
Lhasa are the most active In bringing
out articles for sale, and their brethren are most active in carrying art'-cle- s
for trade.
"Many Europeans are making Inquiries of the officials at the British
trade agency at Oyantse as to the
safety of trade efforts in Lhasa.
They have, .b?eu told that conditions
are reassuring, that the relations
with the inhabitants are excellent,
the greatest
and that everywhere
civility Is met with. It may be
pected, therefore, that It will not be
long before a 'department store' wl'l
be in operation In Lhasa under the
management of an enterprising Br:t-th- e
on, unless some keen American gets
in ahead."
to
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government for aid In a fight to
(From the Washington Star.)
a mine which Is now
to
a dispatch fro,ni,taln title tofrom
claim Jumpers.
Butte, Mont., the land of the 'red,
Mr white Beaver is said to be in
red sky," the national capital may the east on a
soon be treated to a really true sur aced property, while his wife, who
prise party by the appearance on Is rated a capital shot with either
the streets here of a Montana cow- rifle or revolver, Is guarding the
sitting
to
deposits claimed
girl In full ranch regalia,
have
astride her own Pinto pony. The dis- been discovered on a joint prospecting trip.
patch relates the details, to the
Mrs. White Beaver's long ride will
that JBrs. White Beaver will
to
Washway
be.
undertaken If her husband's misall
Butte
from
the
ride
ington to make a demand upon ths sion fails.
gold-beari-

ct

(From "Success Magazine.")
A day or two after George B.
assumed the duties of secretary of the treasury, he was visited
by an elderly man who wanted an
annointment as confidential clerk to
one of the assistant secretaries.
Notwithstanding the fact that he
was very busy at the time, Mr. Cor
telyou gave the elderly person a hear
ing. On account or Ms age, Mr.
said, he felt that he could not
comply with the request. So, gently
but firmly, he intimated to the old
man that It was about time for him
to go. This however, did not damp
en the latter's spirit in the least.
"Now, sir," said he, "as I feel ray

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

And there are many in the management of a bank, is the personal, painstaking care of iis
officers.
Recognizing this responsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch with every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.

self peculiarly competent to fill one
clerkships, I
confidential
of these
hope that you will further consider
Then, wagging his
my application."
head most impressively, he added:
"Oh, Mr. Cortelyou, I could be so
confidential!"
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(From the Philadelphia Inquirer.)
More than $3,600 was realized for
part of the valuable library at an

auction sale Wednesday.
The highest price paid for one set
of books at the sale was $100', which
was bid In for Morgan Edward's
Towards a History of
"Materials
The work in
American Baptists."
twelve volumes was published in
Philadelphia in 1770 by Joseph Cruk-shan- k
and Isaac Collins.
Another volume, which after close
bidding was sold for $50, was a remarkable collection of colonial and
continental currency and shin plasters, consisting of 203 specimens of
the currency of the colonies prior to
and during the revolution, as well as
the worthless currency of the banks
during the early part of the nineteenth century.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

Found in its highest and most effective form, in

anil you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. The- - are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.

Saazer Hops

grown in the Province of Saaz, Bohemia, is creating
a great stir in the medical world because of its tonic
and curative properties for stomach disorders.
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"OLD HEUABLK."

ESTABLISHED
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
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is prepared exclusively from these Saazer Hops
and the very highest gratis of Barley Malt. It
is a real Malt Extract containing over 14 per
cent of extractive mauir and less than 2 per
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St. Louis, Mo.
Brewers of the

Famous Budweiser Beer

Mont Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In

in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

cent, of alcohol.

flowers.

the great ocean s mighty Hood,
For everything. g:v thank.

Solicits

j
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that find In mercy sends,
health aril hlldren, home and
friends.
comfort In the time of need.
every kindly word and deed,
happy thoughts and holy talk,
guidance in our d ii!y walk.
For everything, jive thanks.
For beauty in this world of ours.
and beautiful
For verdant grds

wood.

and

ut

Tibet Deparlment Store

all

song of birds, for hum of bees.
the refreshing summer biv.-u,-- ;
hill and plain, for streams and
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Want of Exercise, Indoor Employment,
s,
Just as It
weakens these
weakens Arm and Leg Muscles,

full-face-
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Calcutta's trouble Is cholera and the
bubonic plague Is the trouble of Bombay. Kueh city pays to her trouble
an annual tribute of 9,000 souls.
Madrid's trouble is the solano, a
summer wind from the southwest. It
Is exceedingly hot and Is accompanied
by blinding, choking clouds of dust,
so that, notwithstanding a temperature of 105 or 110 degrees, all windows must be closed.
The mistral is the trouble of Marseilles an east wind that Increases
the city's death rate 50 per cent.
Bagdad's trouble is the "Bagdad
button," a sore that attacks practi
cally every resident and visitor, leav
permanent scar.
ing a button-shape- d

NEW MEXICO

capital and surplus. $.00,000

If it takes twice or three times
But,
that period the food spoils In passing, and
becomes as poisonous as If It had decayed
before being eaten.
Now, the cause of delay (Constipation)
Is simply Weakness, or Laziness of the

like Salts, Calomel, Jalap,
Phosphate of Soda, Mineral Waters, simply
flush-othe Bowels for the one occasion
only.
They do not remove the Cause of Constipation.
But this Is different with Cascarets.
Cascarets act on the Muscles of the
man by tilting her face upward and Bowels and Intestines. They act Just as
d
proposal, for,
nujjing a
whefher he Is the first or the twenti- Cold Water, or Exercise act on a Lazy man.
eth man that has proposed to her,
They act like exercise.
she still wants the privilege of blushA Cascaret produces the same "sort o(
ing In his coat collar.
result that a Six Mile walk In the
to
a
Natural
proposing
Never waste time
woman who turns her face from you. country would produce.
and lets your kisses fall on her ear
The Vest Pocket Box is sold by all
or back hair.
A woman may lead a man Into Druggists, at Ten Cents.
matrimony, but 'she prefers to have!
Be very carefui to get the genuine,
him gently bulldoze her into It.
i..
V
Instinct makes her at once yielding made only by the Sterling Remedy Co.,
Every tablet
and resistant, but she wants him to an(j never sold In bulk.
be forceful; she has no objections
"j"iTrr
747
to being stolen, for this would neces- - stamped UU. "
state enough strength on his part to
Pick her up. and carry her away, and
TTTXXX1XXXXXXX11XXXXX.XXX1X,
the mental vigor that dares.
The comi t ons for an Ideal nronos
H
at include1
Sollttnle for two: evening. and moonlight, or subdued light;
a man taller than the woman, ana
x
both believing "that it is love that
makes the world go 'round."

--

(From the Philadelphia Bulletin.)
London's trouble is her fog.
Toklo's trouble Is earthquakes. In
her worst 200,000 residents were kill-
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Cor-tely-

Oh, what a Joyous

You re it.

Intestines these Muscle, tlgl
behind It, and thus It starts a Muscle-wav- e
h h dr)ves
trough the whole length
,01 the Bowels.
Kshould take about 12 hours to do this
properly, so that nutritious parts of the food
may have time to be digested and absorbed.

....
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And work the churn,
And hen's eggs seek,
And only earn
Four plunks a week,
And slave Just like a Turk!
Say. how would you like to go
Where boiled shirts are unki.own,
And rake the hay and mow,
And for seme farmer bone?
Work at your best
From dawn till dark;
No chance to rest,
No girls to spark,
Or hug or kiss or squeeze?

i
n.i,.i" l ,.,l,t ile lehlfully
by naming' the cards and cutting for
him "
wishbone over the
Or putting a taking
the first one
door and
front
...u
iin,lir it."
round three times
ninir
him.'
anatrhlnat
on
...-- .
.,!. ifj oho
"
UllllUluiucu
hiiunened not to like
his looksrmiil.l " cross her fingers and
"sn.o
say 'bread and butter.'
you, I con"I only meant to warn
eyes on the
tinued gently, with my
"th.it you will be very
distant horizon, we
after I am mardifferent after
decare-freried, from the Jovial,
"
lighted fellow
"I hope you will'.' 'exclaimed Kit- ty, fervently.
"And that," I continued unperturb- ed, "you might Just as well have shut
your eyes and takei me at the very
start, as to have kept me on the ragweed edge while you thought about
"I haven't thought about you at all,
Mr. Curtis."
pursued,
I
suppose,"
"Now,
thoughtfully, "you should put your
money
I mean your decision on me
,,
"Such an odd supposition!" Kitty
Joofced hautily down upon me through
una curl.
"And I should turn "out even more
fasd even better getting
late. Klt-j- r
"I do believe it's
gazed anxiously at the hortson.
'Wouldn't vour mother be disap
pointed!" I exclaimed with wicked
delight.
"Let's clear up things." said Kitty
heirinnin to pack the dishes.
Tlmt'ii tout what I'm trying to
do." I protested Willi Injured dignity
What?"
"To clear up things. Let's toss up

SKXJe.
of It wherever

There w
more
there Is an Arizona ranger, or for
matter,
that
nnv other officer of ihe
law w ho is conversant with the litt st
statute covering this feature of ohl-- i
1 exhibition
Sunday's w as the -oi,
scheduled to lie con pace i for the
11, II". H
t il, ill UIMMI
ll,
III in1 MISIM'first having l en conin "i"l wl'hout
Interruption.
The management of the affair offered no resistance to the orders of the
officer of the law. but substituted Instead of the steer tleing nnd the "nigger" steer contest, a whole lot of
rough riding which seemed to catch
the crowd and to appease them.
The officers would not even permit the riders to throw a rope about
the cattle that, they had secured for
the occasion, but owing to the foresight of the management
a large
number of unbroken bronchos were
on hand and the exhibition that fol- the
lowed was sufficient to satisfy
crown mat nail gatnerea.

ht

Say, how would you like to go
Hack to some country place,
Ami hire out, you know,

an-bo-

W

p?
ill be no
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N'n-tlo-

Feed forty head
Of hungry stock,
And do a few such things?
Oh, wouldn't It be fun.
To go and milk the cows,
And pry up half a ton
Of hay from musty mows?
And feed the chicks,
And lug in wood,
And make no kicks.
But just be good?
Now, wouldn't it, by Jings!

it

of Bowels!
OU have thirty feet of tntestlnes!

n.

Say, how would you like to go
To the dear old farm awhile.
And help 'em plow and mow.
And live in country style
Get out of bed
At four o'clock.

"That's no sign you'll know himis
afterward," I broke in. "A manw ith
a chameleon. He changes color
his background."
"And all men are the same," put
In Kitty sarcastically, "after ten years
that
of domestic life. Mamma says hustake half a dozen
if you could our
put
them
and
block
bands out of
in a row with their faces masked,
their
you couldn't tell them apart by smell
They'd all
words and actions.cloves,
In
and
talk
like tobacco and
monosyllables, and tell the same
come In late, and
stories when theybills,
and give you a
growl about the
for a kiss, and
cheek
on
the
peck

Watch Your Thirty Feet

8

ett, of Texas, n black cowboy, has
What makes food travel
been thrnwlncr a atupr Kit.' fifrMiifr lha
through them?
1 j
Hiilmtil s lip between his teeth aft- mounting the running steer from the;
A set of Muscles that Una the
the beast. To the morbid this has walls of these Intestines or Bowels,
proven a most interesting feat ami
When a piece of Food rubs the walls

With the action taken by Kanuer
Captain Harry Wlieeley Sunday, nt
Don I. uls, in preventing an exhibition
In which steers were to have been
roped and tied, ami "Nigger" Ticket
was billed to throw a steer with his.
teeth, the end of cruelty to animals
In Arizona, whether In an exhibition
or otherwise, was marked, the last
and most thrilling of wild west feats
a penny."
has received n quietus and the only
vestige now left of the life on the
"What for?"
husband," I said, plains now remains in the simple and
"For me as
unhesitatingly.
monotonous stunt of the
Kitty smiled and shook her curls. who may continue to mount the hur"It isn't any use." she returned, ricane deck of the untamed "bronch"
gently. "I've counted them already." and be Jolted to his heart's content,
says the Douglas International-America"Counted what?"
"The buttons on your coat."
I glanced down at my ulster eagerThe 24th legislature said that cruly.
There were Just eight buttons elty to animals in the guise of feats
from the collar to the hem.
of skill and exhibitions mu.it stop:
" 'My mother told me to take this Captain
Harry Wheeler, Sunday, at
one.' I repeated slowly.
of the law, and so far as
Kitty started and turned upon me enactment
Sunday. April 13. was the first
known.
suddenly.
time In the history of this territory
"You forgot the
that cowboy sport was peremptorily
" she protested.
to a halt under threat of Imcalled
"There are four buttons on my
sleeves for that." 1 said, cheerfully, prison ment.past
three weeks O. V.
For the
"
"and two on my hat for
and Clay Mr-- Jonlgall. both fam"Yes. what are they for?" cried
Kitty eagerly, trying to change the ous throughout the west as steer and
broncho busters, have been conductsubject.
weekly exhibitions of their abil"'You're It!'" I said confidently, ns ing
I lifted Kitty In my arms and drop-de- r ity, and as a side line "N'lgger" Pick- her gently into the tonneau.

Star.)
"Why." Inquired Kitty, reflectively,
olives from the
as she extruded the
us In
hamper we had brought withprerarl-ouslthe nutnmohlle and it them our feet,y
at
on the tablecloth
"do "women tnke yuoh awful chances
In matrimony?"
Perhaps." I suugexted tlviishtful-ly- ,
nil I tUdKeil at a refractory cork,
get.
"because it's the only kind they
at the
Kitty sniffed presumablya plate
of
down
chow-choset
and
sandwiches with a bump.
"Hut," I continued, "if this domes-so
you of anything
tic scene reminds
harrowing as matrimony, remember
"
that this Is a picnic and
Isn't," rejoined Kitty
"Marriage
promptly. "Vet nowadays If.everybody
as noninto
teems to he sallying
chalantly as if It were a half holiday
have
or u game of bagatelle. inThere
the past
been four elopements
knew
parties
of
the
week and none
than three
ach other for inor
C)00X)C)C)CXXX30CXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
weeks; and I suppose you read nbout
w
a bride on
took
ho
that playwright
about
and
acquaintance,
two davs'
"
the
"Spare me!" I protected piteously.
'I don't read the pink and blue
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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INITIAL
The kin J of PORCH
GOODS we received in
our recent CAR LOAD
of FURNITURK make

summer

a

Decision of Directors of
sociation at Meeting
Yesterday.

1

Large assortment
Rockers, Dressers,

of

Etc., at PRICKS that
make YOUR POCKET
HOOK LAUGH.

Sixty Acres

RAILROAD!

Department!
Shortage of power Is being severely
feit by the Santa Fe. This probably
accounts for the assembling of high
officials here this week. There is
strenuous activity in the mechanical
departments at all terminals.
W. Mclntyre, of Raton, received a
telegram from Washington notifying
him of his appointment ns a conduc- tor on the Panama Canal Construe- tion railroad, and directing him to
report at New York May 20. He will
leave for that city next week and
from there he will sail for Panama.
Orders for $125,000 worth of ties,
about 450 carloads, for Immedlule
construction work, have been placed
ty the Ilock Island with the AmeriThey will
can Creosote company.
be used on one stretch of new road
south from Little Rock to El Dorado,
to
and another from Alexandria
Eunice.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
CUTS OFFICE FORCE.
Atlanta, Ga May IB. Today the
Southern railway made a general cut
of its office force. It has not been
announced whether this is done in
accordance wlh the policy of economy
or is simply the usual reduction that
comes every spring preparatory to
the lighter summer business departments throughout the southern and
western divisions, of which Atlanta
Is the headquarters, and the northern and eastern, ef which Washington
is the headquarters, will feel the effect of the reduction. Just how many
men will be laid off or lose a share
of wages, is not known, but the probability is that each office will lose
from four to six men.

'

UNION

PACIFIC ADOPTS
SIDE DOOR COACHES

PASSENGERS WILL ENTER AND
LEAVE COACHES ON THE
ENGLISH PLAN'.
Omaha, Neb., May 15. Side doors
are to be a feature of a new style of
coach to be introduced on tha Union
Pacific. This style of car will be the
most radical departure from the
ever
system, used universally
since railroads in America came Into
The door will be wider
existence.
than those now in use, and, it Is believed, will form a much quicker
means of egress than a door built at
one end of the car.
W. R. McKeen, superintendent of
motive power of the Union Pacific, is
the originator of the idea to build
passenger cars with side instead of
He believes that car i
end doors.
thus constructed will be much stronger and more durable than the style
now used, and that in case of wreck
there will be little danger of the
coaches telescoping each other. The
car will have a small passageway by
which passengers may go from one
coach to another, but this will be 30
arranged that it will not weaken the
end walls of the car.
Another feature of this coach Is the
use of round instead of square winbe
somewhat
They will
dows.
smaller than the square lights, but
by
accident
less liable to destruction
A new patent ventilator, which is being used by the Union Pacific on its
motor cars, will be placed on the
new coaches ,and the car will present
an appearance so little In common
with the ordinary coach that it will,
at first, hardly be recognized as a
passenger vehicle.
The new coach is being constructed
at the shops of the company in this
city and will be placed In service in
about sixty days. It will resemble
the coaches in use on the English
end-doo-

r

Just a Word

15

Mr. Clothes Buyer!
Huve you purchased your summer suit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time and read car
fully what we have to say.
It's money saved if you do.
Ton will need a summer suit here's, your chance.
nobby
A complete line of garments that for style,
jatterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured by

Kohn Brothers

be-tw-

Po

'
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Have Been Offered

as Gift For

saw White rolling under the cars,
The supposition Is that he lost his
balance and fell from the top of a
car and was eaugtit by the moving
wheels.
He was conscious when
picked up and hurried to this city.
Dr. John Espey, the company's physician, was called and an examination showed that he was fatally injured. He was terribly crushed across
the hips and an arm was cut off. He
lived about four hours after the accident occurred. He was 28 years of
age and has lived in this city for a
number of years. He leaves a wife
and other relatives in this city.

tinent and across the Atlantic alone.
After n long visit with her relatives
and considerable travel tlirouKh Great
Urllntn. Mrs. Gilroy returned to Seattle and again Joined by hi r on Marldl
Nick north. Instead of taking the
stage at Voider, she ventured forth In
a conveyance of her own.
The cutter was not lame enough to
accommodate all the luiKKage.
but
with the ingenuity characteristic
of
Alaska women, she soon overcame this
The baggage was lashed on a double-endeand the cutter was then coupled
on behind.
This plan worked successfully, despite the fact that some
of the heaviest weather of the season
and worst drifts were encountered.
Every link of the long Journey had
its exciting or remarkable experiences.
On the way out the steamer Leah, on
which Mrs. Gilroy and her son were
traveling, was swamped, and the passengers had n narrow escape from
drowning. The worst experience, she
considers, was that on a train
St. Paul and Seattle. The railroad became blockaded In the terrible
snowstorms of late last month, and the
passengers were snowbound in
places n number of times.
It would be difficult to convince a
cheechacco of this fact, but Mrs. Gilroy wag made more anxious by the
experience on the railway train than
she was by the screaming
blizzard
and drifts of the lonely trail across
Alaska. In the latter her destiny
was dependent upon her own efforts,
by ten
on which she had learned
years' experience in the north she
could rely.
r.
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boy was put Into school and flic continued her long Journey over the con-

FAIR

FAIL OF 1

p e a sure.

E"EMNQ CITIZEN.
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El Paso. May 15. The El'
Fair association Is now a practically
organized corporation.
At a meeting
of the board of directors of the association recently it was decided that
the association should be incorporated at once for 1100,000 and the directors deposited in the six local
banks the $10,000 necessary to secure incorporation and make the necessary affidavit that 10 per cent of
the capitalization was already paid
In by the Incorporators.
The present
directors and officers of the association as constituted by the stockholders some time ago will .appear as the
incorporators and after the papers
have been duly filed and the law complied with Hnother meeting of the
stockholders will be called to elect
new officers and directors.
Xo Fair This Fall.
There will be no fair in El Paso
this fall, at least not under the auspices of the fair association, but all
the energies of the working force will
things
in
be directed to getting
shape for a magnificent fair in the
fall of 1908. This was the decision
reached by a practically unanimous
vote of the directors.
Of those present when the meeting was called to order by President
Martinez of the association there were
Charles DeGroff, J. H. Nations, W. H.
Austin, E. B. Welch, A. Schwartz,
Abe Silberberg, H. W. Galbralth, A.
Courchesne, Felix Martinez, It. B.
Stevens, J. M. Wyatt, O. W. Kellogg,
Jr., and Secretary Tilton. Several
others were in and out at various
times during the afternoon and gave
their views upon the various propositions discussed.
To Capitalize for JllOO.OOO.
There was considerable discussion
as to the advisability of incorporating
for $100,000 or making the bnsis of
capitalization the $50,000 already subscribed. Nearly every man present
expressed the view that it wouldn't
look well to Mart out to secure subscriptions to a $100,000 corporation
and then fall down to the $.r0,000 and
on a motion it was unanimously defor the full
cided to incorporate
$100,000.
The question was first put
by vivn. voce vote, no one voting in
the negative, but J. H. Nations sug
gested that the "ayes" didn't seem to
be very strong and asked for a r- vote. This was taken by standing and
every man in the room stood up in
the affirmative.
Money
in Hanks.
Notes were then signed by the di- -i
rectors to the six local banks for an
mrifrpirnte of $10.(100 so that the affi
davit that H pel cent of the capital- izatlon was on deposit. This formality disposed of the incorporation
papers will be tiled immediately and
the El Paso Fair association will be- come a legal corporation.
Offer tut Acres Ftw.
A letter was read from the firm of
Aus-tl& Marr offering to donate the
fair association absolutely free of cost
60 acres of ground to the north and
east of Fort ltliss and on an air line
of about five miles from the customs
house.
This ground is situated within
of a mile from the
Fort Miss car llneand about the
same distance from the K. P. & S. W.
railroad line, giving good transportation facilities.
To Ak for Propositions.
No action was taken on this matter at this time and It was decided
to ask at once for propositions from
other property owners about El Paso
who have land that Is accessible and
feasable for a fair site.

Clileajro

MADE CLOTHING.
An opportunity to get such exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garments.
UNION

$12.00

'

right."

here

You'll find them

right"

"Just

priced

"Just

MAN DELL

M.

"THE NEW YORK

Fine Clothing & Furnishing

IDEA," HAY 29
Even In England they have ..nie
Ideas regarding American heiresses'
that most Englishmen who como
over here don't voice to us. Lang-- :
don Mitchell, author of Mrs. Fiske's
new play, "The New York Idea," that
comes to the Elks' opera house on
May 29, learned these views during a
long residence in England, and tells
what they are in this thoroughly
modern comedy of New York life.
The opinions are voiced by one of
the striking characters, an Englishman of a sort seldom seen on this
side of the Atlantic.
This is the
o
gentleman
country
of
sporting proclivities, who is wealthy
enough not to be on the hunt for a
millionaire's daughter for a bride.
He" is blunt, outspoken, but quicker
In thought than words, and a bit
horsey in his talk. His remarks on
American manners and customs form
some of the brightest dialogue In the
comedy. The part will be played by
George Arliss, the admirable character actor, now la his third season
well-to-d-

A A A A A A AAA

W

with Mrs. Flske. Being an Englishman himself, Mr. Arliss should act
this part particularly well.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
EUREKA!
TRANSFER STABLES.
Yes, I Have Found It at
Found what? Why that Chamberand Mules Bought and ExHorses
lain's Salve cures eczema and all
changed.
manner of itching of the skin. I
have been afflicted for many years BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
with skin disease. I had to get up
three or four time every night and Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible itching, but since using this
salve in December, 1905, the Itching
has stopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootvllle,
Pa. For eaU by all druggists.
DEVOES READY PAINT
Best couches, felt mattresses, child's One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
rolling chairs, chiffoniers, cots and
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
book cases are among the new arrivals for the week at Futrelle's FurnitStops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
ure Emporium, corner Second street
and Coal avenue.

Thos. F. Keleher

JAP-A-LA-

To Chicken Fe.lein.
Mansard's Mills are se' ng good
wheat at $1.40 per 100 lba

A rffc A A A A rfliAAAAAAA.

tad ttain

C.

408 Watt Railroad Avanoa

No

breaking in

1

Albuquerque to see me Thursday, May 6, 907

WHY?

Because the Union Meat Market under my
superior
the city
management has
meaner

j

Price, Quality, Stock
or Cleanliness

i

Come to the Union
have
your meats once and you will

j Market

come again.

II. B. WALLENHORST

d,

COUGH
KILL theTHE

LUNGS

CURE

AND

Dr. ting's

WITH

Nov Ciscovory
Price

0NSUMPTI0N
0UGH8
M
OLDS

forC

60e$f.00
Fret Trial.

Bur eat And Quickest Cure for ail
THROAT and LUNG XBOX7B
IiK8, or MONET BACK.

PENNYROYAL

PILLS

Thfy ortrcom Weakneai, trr
nnu uh
inrn banlt)
"pAtnu'of mntruav
and
'
tion." Tliejr ate
As. ver
to Rlrlf 1 1 womanhood, al(ltnafta-Tchipinnt of orirnnfl and body. Hj
krmnn rpmertv for woiki
iniff)
lliffn. I'amtot do
linrm U(
a iipniiir-- .
Nifi
dr-iii.,lrt
Jf
mull.
v'WJKWrl.S's:
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frr

rOB 0AbI

BY

ANN

BOX.

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT
LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldiaa

tThe flexibleJoot'Jf'
sole Red Cross
with the

Shoe is comfortable from
the start.
The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
comfort.
A stylish

that's

shoe

absolutely
comfortable
i

A. E. WALKER,
INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Dnlldlna; Assocaaw-tionOffice at 21? West RaJlra
avenue.

W.E. MAUGEB
WOOL
and
Mauger

with Rauba

Office, 113

North First

ALBUQUERQUE,

SC

.

'

N. 1L

rOTI a ORAD I
Dealer In Groceries, Frovlalona, Hay.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wlnea Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders fot
this line with ua.
NORTH TH HD BT.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Nc.

370-mil-

This

For stomach troubles, biliousness
and constipation try Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many
remarkable cures have been effected
by them. Price, 25 cents. Samples
tree. For sa'e by all drglsts.
o
Subscribe for The Vrrentng CI (Jink

HOTT'S

needed

It will pay every housewife in

three-quarte-

Fll-so-

S2.Y00.
te

MEXICANS LIVE OX
20 CENTS l'Elt DAY.
Arkansas City, May 15. A man
who has been in the employ of the
Kanta Pe and who is In a position to
know says that the average Mexican
laborer exists on 26 cents a day; that
is, his eating expenses will not exceed that amount, and this is one of
the reasons why the Santa Fe is discharging so such of this kind of labor.
The Mexican has an agreement with
the Santa Fe before he comes to this
part of the country that he will be
given free transportation to Mexico
any time he desires after thirty days.
I
The average one living so cheaply alI
ways has the desire to retun home lines.
as soon as he has accumulated $40
or $50, and it is said that hardly any
STOPS ANY ITCHING.
of them remain here much longer Doan's Ointment Cures Eczema and
Fe
than that; therefore the Santa
lu lling Piles Albuquerque Peocan not afford to have them brought
ple Recommend It.
to this country when they return so
soon.
One application of Poan's Oinl- CHARTER GRANTED FOIt
ment stops any itching. Short treatSHAWNEE CKNTKAIj LINK. ment cures eczema, Itching piles, salt
15.
May
Tne rheum any skin eruption or skin
Okla.,
Guthrie,
Shawnee Central Railway company, itching. It Js the cheapest remedy to
with headquarters at Shawnee, okla., use, because so little of it is required
n
has been chartered by Secretary
Here !s
to build 300 miles southwest from to bring relief and a cure.
Muskogee, via Shawnee; to Childress, Albuquerque testimony to prove it:
Texas, and eighty miles northeast
living at 719
Mrs. J. W. AVelr,
in
no
The route Eleventh street, Albuquerque, N. M..
from Shawnee to Tulsa.
lies through the Creek. Seminole and says: "l have used Uoan s uintmen: AN ALASKA WOMAN'S
Chickasaw nations in Indian territory and found it of great value for re
in
and the counties in Oklahoma of
Cleveland, Lincoln, Caddo, lieving eczema, and I firmly believe
if faithfully
Dr. AV. S. that this preparation
Comanche and (Jreer.
Woods, president of the National tried, will cure the complaint men
City,
of
Kansas
Rank of Commerce
tioned, or any other skin eruptloi
is :he principal incorporator, together where there is inflammation."
DRIVES 375 MILES IN CI "ITEM AT
with Jiimes M. Aydelotte, Jesse P.
END OF 211.000 MII.E HOME
Price SO
For sale by all dealers.
Dix. William M. Davis, George H.
Foster-Milbur- n
JOl ItNEY.
Co., Buffalo.
Keifoot. Henry T. Douglas, U. J. cents.
Hurke, P. A. Norris and Sidney J. New York, sole agents for the United
Fairbanks, N. 1J., May 15. By her
States.
Roy, all of Shawnee.
remarkable experience concluded by
e
drive in a cutter front
Remember the name Donns and a
KANSAS CITY ENGINEER
Valilez to Fairbanks, .Mrs. Gilroy, &
take no other.
No. 17
pioneer woman of the north, has in
ENTERS HATE COMPLAINT.
Washington. May 15. A. M. Rlod-gt-t- t,
achieved a record for J
is all I
THE WOLFE KTITMO IS NOW the past winter
to say.
women have equaled.
contracting engineer of Kansas OPEN
HI SINESS. AT NO. 115 travel that few Fairbanks,
FOIt
meeting
She
her
City, has tiled complaint with the SOITII SECOND STREET.
arrived in
for
husband, who had been looking after
commerce
commission
interstate
o
their Interests on Little Eldorado
against the Chicago, Rock Island At
Sore NtjMes.
Seatto
In
her absence. Going
Pacific, the Missouri Pacific and the
Any mother who has had experience Creek
He with this distressing ailment will be tle and on her return trip, sne was ac- 4
Santa Fe railroad companies.
complains that he was charged a pleased to know that a cure may be companied by Willie, her
combination rate on a carload of affected by applying Chamberlain's non.
Having made a success of her merlumber from GritBthville, Ark., to Salve as soon as the child is done cantile
business on the creek. Mrs.
Riddle, Mo., via Kansas City, of 30 nursing. Wipe it off with a soft cloth Gilroy last
decided to visit her
cents per 100 pounds, when there was before allowing the babe to nurse. aged father infall
their old home at Glass-for- A Telephone No. 60
207 Weit Gold Avenue
in operation
at the time another Many trained nurses use this salve
Accompanied by
Wales.
North
combination rate via St. Louis over with the best results. For sale by her son, she made the trip to Seattle
these same roads between the same all druggists.
by way of St Michael. At Seattle the
points of 24 'a cents per 100 pounds.
Mr. Rlodgett wants reparation in the
way of a payment of the $18.20 difference which he had to pay In
freight, and he wants the commission
to prevent the roads from further H
violation of the Interstate commerce
law in this manner.
liKAKEMAN Will IE
LOSES HIS LIFE. B
I
Trinidad, Colo., May 15. J. W.
White, a brakeman on the Colorado If
t04
ii Southern, died shortly after noon H
Monday as a result of injuries receiv
ed Monday morning at liarela, twenty H
miles south of this city. There w
B
no witnesses to the accident.
One
Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
of the brakemt-- went ahead to throw B
BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
a switch and, as the train passed, he
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
Fe Railway
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
B
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
B
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVE.STON
B
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
B
Webster Bavn "Tmw,
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
-anee ia the principle and B
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
nractlCP of mnilnratinn " B
brink Pabst Blue KibboL
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
Beer because it contain B
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
less than isj
f alcohol. B
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A..D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST-INB
$16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
B
POPULATION
OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
The Pabst Eight-Da- y
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
BELEN
Malting Process retains B
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 159 BARRELS
all of the food values of B
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESthe barley-graiand the B
TAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPabst Brewing Process
transmits them to the beer,
PING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS
fl
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILfl
ROAD CITY iN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
1'abst Beer is not only a fl
ESTIMATED.
temperance drink, but a
genuine liquid food that fl
gives health, strength and fl
om c
aoa
itaiity to the enure human
jOHN BECKER, Pies:
WM. M. BERBER, SeCy'
stem.
'

to

furnishings.
We've a complete line of
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just

taunt

Si,

Rtd Crm

Celt blucktr,

$4.00

Dxfords,
$3-5-

B. A. SLEYSTER

o

High Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you.

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
NOTART PUBLIC.

WM. CHAPLIN
121

Fresh and Salt Mm
Steam Saniwge Factory.
EM1L KLIEXWOOT
Masonic Building. North Third Straw

All Kinds of

Railroad Avooua

Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

Gromwell Block,
Telephone No. lit.

14

Give ua your ROUGH DRY wor.
Monday, and get It back Wedne!a3.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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its Location

GOME

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future

Santa

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

G

&3
A.

fl

waoi oaoaoaoaoaoaoao

a

tieilS

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

n,

Ernest Meyers & Co.,
W. Silver Ave.. Albuquerque

Ptone

125.

o
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Railway Center

A

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

8
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PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

B
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B
E
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ALBUQUERQUE

AGU EIGHT.

TELEGRAPHIC

PERSONAL.
F. ATIIF.R
DiMivtT.
iiiirt

rllii

Fair

No.
No.
No.
Mrs.

Flrt
Z:2
1

HPPtlon,

8:1"

m.

p.

3.50

1.50 to
1.10 to
1.00 to
1.00 to

3.50
3.00
2.75
2.10

4)n tltniv
n

time.

on time.
on time.

to 1.00
1.50 to R.00

1.T5

MA YNARO

Our stock U much too lar?, we wish to reduce It and to this
end will extend to our patrons the privilege of making their own
selections for the next forty days at greatly reduced prices. All
(roods, as usual, will be found marked In plain figures, from which
we shall deduct a special

15 PER CENT FOR SPOT CASH

I

HICKOX-MAYNAR-

CO.

D

MEW MEXICO'S LEAVING JEWELERS

The Arch Front

South Second St.

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
Groceri"' , Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil
The Champion
622-62- 4

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

1

32

Go.

Grocery

MATTETJCCI BROS.
W. Tijeras Ave.
Pbon

HARDWARE
W.R.R.Ave.l

SI.

GO.

Tinners
Savin
Ice Pads

SOurH
Line of j

White

Refrig-

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

the
most
complete
in the city
is

H

1

MARKET

37
90
63
97
60

17

S

We price them right.

1'

33 t

...

11

N.

M

$20.00

2i ,t

e Ctf.

69

I

this morning.
Maggie Lujan, a native woman, v. ho
has been a charge of the city for some
time, was sent to the county jail this
morning by Police Judge Craig.
John Randolph Mallard, of
Kati., has accepted a position
with the J. H. O'Reilly company. Mr.
Mallard Is a registered pharmacist.
Mrs. Mary (1. Trlbby. of Meadville.
Pa., who has been visiting friends
here for several months, left this
morning for her home on train No. 2.
Albert Manllry, of Colin on the
Rhine. Germany, who has been tour
k through Mexico, stopped over here
this morning. He will continue to
the Pacific coast this afternoon.
two
Mrs. George
Slmms and
daughters, who have been In Albu
querque for the last five months, ile
parted last night for their home In
Herkimer, X. Y.
Fred Schnell, cashier and book
keeper at the Kl Tovar hotel, Grand
Canyon, passed througii Albuquerque
this morning, en route to Denver
Colo., where he will visit relatives
and friends.
Mr. Tripp, of the curio store In the
Alvarado, took a spin on his wheel
over to the Sandia mountains yester
day. "It was only ten miles over,
said Tripp, "but It was fully thirty
nve coming back."
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Chapman, of
Chicago, have been appointed to work
in the Harvey curio room here. Be
fore coming here, Mr. and Mrs. Chap
man had charge of the Harvey curio
room at the Grand Canyon
Halden T. Curd, traveling freight
agent for the New York Central Hues,
with headquarters at Denver, arrived
In Albuquerque this morning from that
south. He spent the morning In vis
King the large mercantile houses.
W. H. Jack, accompanied by Wn
Jack and two daughters, Mrs. Joam
Moorman and Miss Isabel Kckler, all
of Sliver City, N. M., arrived In the
city this morning from Los Angeles
where they attended the iShriner con
clave. Heturnlng homeward they vis
ited the Grand Canyon.
Justice of the Peace G. R. Craig
said this morning that he was not
given any power to issue a decision in
the New York mining hearing, going
on before him. He is simply acting
as a commissioner to hear the testl
mony and then forward it to NewYork, where the action is pending.
I. L. Hlbbard, general
of the Kanta Fe coast lines, with
headquarteres at Los Angeles, arrlv
ed In Albuquerque this morning from
a tour over the Arizona lines.
He Is
here to meet President E. P. Ripley
high
ofllclals of the
and the other
Santa Ke, wtien they arrive here to
morrow.
S. L. Mean, superintendent of ma
chlnery on the Santa Fe coast lines,
was a visitor at the local shops this
morning. The bonus system, which
eighteen
was established
about
months ago, is meeting with the warm
approbratlon of the men. Some of
the better mechanics are making as
high as 40 a month bonus above the
regular salary. The bonus money of
the entire shops force is now amount
ing to from $2,000 and $3,000
month.
d,

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

I

Spring Lamb

I

1

I

Steel Co.
Good demand for stocks in loan
crowd in spite of appearance of heavy

short covering.
Total Issue of new securities since
January 1st, now amounts to over
1530,000,000.
Canadian Pacific officials say no
new stock Issue is contemplated this
year.
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, May 15. Cattle re
celpts 7,000, including 300 southerns,
Market slow ami steady, soutnern
cows
steers J3.90 't 5.40 ; southern
I3.0QIU 4.40;
stockers and feeders
3.50r fi.25: bulls I3.25W4.50; calves
$3.25fi 5.50; western fed steers $4.25
Cti 5.60;
western fed cows t j.25 w 4.75
7.000.
Sheep ' receipts
Market
steady. Muttons t5.50Sj 6.75; lambs
$5.40fg'
$7.15!i S.60; range wethers
7.00; fed ew es $4.90

5t

115-11- 7

WATER
COOLERS

Chicago Livestock.

4

n

$15.00 to ?30.00 Per Suit
E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

122 South Second

I

All Imported,

Ii:! li:!!

At 'IiiiiiIm Hall
lluii(foiiie prize
tomorrow nlu'lit.
1 veil to lady holding lucky number
given at Hie door, t.entleincii, 50c;
ladies frev.
Black tennis Oxfords, with rubber
soles for men, women and children,
50, 60, 65 and 75 cents, at C. May's
Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

I

Anoeltllon Offlot
Trentaetloai
Guarantito

ROSENFIEIO'S,

1

18 W. R. R. Ave

3

Just what you

want.
lj Just what you

Extra Fancy Stock, Nothing

need.
and Latest.

$

U3 Ideal .Shoe
Store

Owing to our Increased Business we have
found it necessary to move into Larger
Quarters and in the future we will be locatv
ed at
Kt
j

i?

jr

Is the place for
and tlmplv
footwear.

fash-lonahl-

ft

High Grade Shoes

502 West Railroad Ave.
Where we will be glad to serve the public
x
o
as in the past
ot
j

Oar Specialty

--

The IDEAL SHOE STORE

Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co.
S02 West Railroad Avenue.

Leon Hertzog,

Manager

218 West Railroad Ave.

8 WHBTMEY COMPAMY
4)
)

0

o

Wholesale Distributors

o4)

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

O

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer,JSCost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

R.R

17'

3C

Specialty of

3

(A

3f The Season's Newest

MISS C. P. CRANE

BOUGHT. SOLO

it

MOWERS

3f

Just Received

EXCHANGED

LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

Finer on the Market.

OAXCK!!!
Itanchig .Si'liixil

AND

and see them

NORTH FIRST STREET

Medium Size, each, 15c.
Small Size, each, 10c.

$6.37.

TICKETS

Call

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

New.Mackerel Fresh consignment just received.
Mammoth Bloaters, each, 40c.
Family Size, each, 25c.

Metal. Market.
Lead and cop-i- t
quiet; unchanged.
St. IOiil Wool Market.
St. Louis, May 15. Woo! steady;
unchanged.
Spelter Market-- .
St. Louis t May 15. Spelter quiet;

3 1 2 North Second Street

1

.

Marx

IMPORTED MACKEREL

Xew York. May 15.

New Line

(sf

None Better

Money Market.
York, May 15. Money on call
steady. 2r(i2i per cent; prime mercantile paper 5 H per cent; silver

INI.!

Hart Schaffncr

Just received, some Boys- and
V oaths' nice suits at very attractive prices.

McCof mick Hat vesters and Mowers

N'ew

i

they should in the proper places. A
try-ois all you have to do about it.

Copyright 1907 by

Of course you can buy
suits for less money and
right here if you wish
but we want to impress
on your mind that a few
extra dollars spent on a
H. S. & M. is the very
best investment you can
make.

TREE PRUNERS

cotton
both
A new supply of Garden
Lawn Mowers,
and rubber. Hose
prices the lowest
Grass Catchers.

1

S28.00

Refrigerators, Gat den Hose, Garden Tools S

Chicago, May 15. Cattle receipts
.'1.000. Market steady to shade lower.
Reeves $4.25f 6.45; cows $1.80 fit 4.90 ;
heifers $2. 701 5.40: calves $5.40(8
6.40; good to prime steers $5. Soft
6.45: poor to medium $4.25 ii 5.30;
stockers and feeders $2.90 5.15.
Sheep
receipts 15.000.
Market
year
steady. Western $4.50ffr6.7o;
lings $6. 5015117. 25; lambs $8.50 S. 70;
western $6.50 il 8. 5.

If You Have an Odd Figure,

fly

Between Railroad and Cepptr Ave., Tel. 74

6.60.

Palace

to

rflf'ia
J fpJ

I
I

Just Arrived

Diamond

jK

I

WANTED Position as Job compos!
tor in good office. First class man,
Water
Water
Don't drink and can give best of
D A X !'.! DAXCKtl IAXCE ! ! !
references. Man of family. Would
At Odomlio Hall Dancing Scltool
Coolers
Filters
to
prefer
work under contract. tomorrow night.
llanl-in- o
prlie
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City given to lady iHildiug lucky number
La. State salary when writing.
given at uu ioor. uentiemen, rioc
ladies free.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
This week, bargains in millinery,
Miss Lutz. 20s South Second street.
flats,
two
Cottage
and
RENT
FOR
Hose,
in
three rooms, furnished; cheap for
miiwm
ii'nch AT VAXX'S
summer, at 710 Coal avenue, east NEW
Reels,
l'OL'XTAIX.
Apply all week
end of viaduct.
Mrs .N orris.
VAXX'S XEW KOIXTAIX loi;
Our
comfortable, IiEAL COLD DRINKS.
FOR
RENT Three
airy rooms, completely furnish
THE Illli SALE
for housekeeping; no sick people
Is now going on at the Cash Buy
wanted. Address E H... care Citi
ers' Union. Be sure and get some of
zeu.
THE
these big bargains:
Amigo $3.50 shoes
$2.95
It Meuiij Something: to You.
$2.50
Hros.' $3.50 Shoes
The Seventh Annual Sale in pianos, Harton
Hig
of $2 Shoes, large size.. $1.35
now being conducted at our store, Girls'lot $1.35
and $1.50 Shoes.
means something to you. It moans
$1.00
sizes !to 2
RAILROAD AVE.
that we are quoting prices and terms Ladies'
Oxfords,
all reduced.
that will enable you to place a piano Ladies' Waists, 25c
$3.00
to
in your home. Ask us about It today.
$6.50
Ladies' skirts, 50c to
Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware, We Invite
Imported
price.
Chlnaware,
half
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
1
Pkg.
15c
lb
Coffee.
NURSE.
25c
No. 2 Tomatoes
Mr. A, II. Meyer, VIS South Third 3 cans
And hundreds of other bargains
Come and look.
o
DANCE! DANCE!! DANCE!!!
At Colombo Hall Dancing
Handsome- - prize
tomorrow night.
Spring Uiidt ru'iar $i.oo to $6.oo o Suit
given to lady holding lucky numlter
given at Uu (loor. iicnticincn, ooc,
lathes lm.
WANTED
Good men, with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance CompanyLiberal contracts and good terri
tory in New Mexico and Arizona
Stout, tall, short or thin our STEIN-BLOC- H
open.
Prewitt & Prewitt, Mana
gers, Commercial Club building.
made Suits and Overcoats
ThN
..,.k, bargains in millinery
Mi
will fit you, for these tailors have
Lutz. 20 South Second street.
made a study of odd Figures for
DANCE!! DANCE!!!
t i iiloiiiho Hall
Dandus: St'hool
fifty years, and have cut patterns
Handsome prlfe
tciii. i. m night.
gi' 'i to lady Iwtltling lucky iiumlter
'
that will fit them stylishly, just as
" at the tloor. t icntleinen, iSOc
ll'e.

E VER ITT

find Hart Shaf.
Marx clothes
not only right in looks,
but right in making and
in style. These clothes
keep shape; tailored right

You'll

130H

Ixiulsville and Nashville
llrt'j
20
Mexican Central
Missouri Pacific
"3Vi 8
6S
National Lea.,1
4 V4
New York Central
78 li
Norfolk
8
133
Northern Pacific
g
Pennsylvania
122S
101
Reading com
21 "m
Rock Island com
83
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
133'
20 4
Southern Railway com
144 S
Cn Ion Pacific
1'. S. S. cnni
36 N.
C. S. S. pfd
99
15 ',4
reene Canane.i
IS
Shannon
175
'alumet and Arizona
83 Vi
piier Range
North Mutte
9H4
2714
utte Coal
54 V
ld Dominion
3
Santa Fe Copper
Sales to noon 134,900. Total sales
S2.600 shares.
Money 2 ti 2 'i percent.
jj
Q U
Summary of Conditions.
Q
New York.
May 15. American Q
stocks In London heavy, 4 to '.4 be
low parity.
HERMAN ZWEIGART
8 1
London settlement concludes to- lay.
PROPRIETOR
8
Whitsuntide holidays In London on 8
Friday night.
on
Stock exchange
Arno & Coal
Phone 185 8
Tuesday morning.
Assembly at Albany expected to
pass utilities bill today.
oooooooooooooooooooooooooo
State Treasury will ask banks to
imy higher interest than two per cent
on state deposits.
Heavy snow and rain in Nebraska
and Kansas expected to benefit win
FN
ter wheat.
No truth In rumor of resignation of
President Corey from t'nlted States

-

Alaska Refrigerators

5

jL

MEAT

125Vi

1

11

Nothing reserved which sells above $2.50. We mention this as
there are a few articles handled by us which we are forbidden to
Tills will be a Golden Opportunity which we trust
cut prices on.
many will embrace.
Come In and Inspect our stock.

The

..

L. II. Palmer, a business man from
Dodge City, Kan., who has been here
for some time, returned to his home

Win-Hel-

r. r.

!rl. com

mav is. isox.

Looks Right

.

In

to $1.00

to

7
it
S
4

0.94

1

!

W. U Wanl
of Malalena, Is
She Is registi'r- the city, visiting.
Sturges.
ed at the
Vl ente Montoyn anil Klroy I.iieero,
of this pity, have gone to Las Vegius
to visit relatives.
The Knights of Columbus will hold
their regular meeting at Red Men's
hall tonight, at
o'clock.
Miss Jessie Clark, general delivery
clerk at the postoffHe. leaves for Chicago and the east tomorrow morning.
I'aysnn Ripley, trainmaster of the
Rto liniinle division, with h!;nliu;ir-ter- s
at San Marclal. is in the city today.
Oeorge McUandress. who has been
away on business to Ius Cruces and
Kl I'aso, has returned to

Shoes absorb our attention everv day from
morning to evening to the exclusion of everything else.
This is an age of specialization. We are
Shoe Specialists. Everything that is needed
in footwear for man, woman and child is here.
Our word that prices are as low as good
quality will permit.

GEO. W. HICKOX

Now York StM-t- .
ictober cotton
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison
Anaconda
IS iltimore and
ihii
Miooklyn Rapid Transit
ananian Pacini'
olorado Fuel
hlcago Great Western com
R. ci. coin

ii.

THAT'S ALL

1.85

IS.

;

TRAIN ARRIAI.S.
No.
N'o.

H2.50

FORECAST.

M.-i-

Thufil.ty

HIGHLAND

ceived by F. 'J. Oraf tk Co.. brokers,
over their own Drlvate wires from
New York. Room 37. Darnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:

IlRht front In north portion.

JUST SHOES

MI'.VS HHIXS MIDI-,- Mi: S AVOKk MIOKS
MI'.VS OXXItlS
ttOMEX !) MIOKS
WOMEN'S OXFORD
WOMEN'S Miiri'F.RS
CHILDREN'S SHOES
CHILDREN'S LOW SHOES

Coin..

1

ui:fi:sr.v.

MARKETS

The following quotations were re

RAP IIS

PA KAC

CITIZEN.

EVENING

o

Write
rirt

mtramt
1t3,4o tie, tIT. Mouth
I, 403, North Flrt troot

IV

r

I--Wo

Albuquerque, Ne

Mexico

o
o

